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CHiiii'TM I
lUTKODUCTIOH
Reasons for Undertakings; This Study
This stndy is an attempt to solve some of the perplexing
problems which I have met in teaching World History in the tenth I
grade of a small Massachusetts high school, I have taught the |
subject five years, in as mary different ways, to pupils of ex-
|
tremely heterogeneous ability and interests. Usually the pupils
|
divide into three main groups - the cream of the college curric-
[
ulum taking an additional subject because they have extra time |
on their hands and like history; the poorer pupils of the gen-
eral curriculum who think they are choosing the least of the
evils offered them; and some upperclassmen who, having flunked
other courses, find themselves in dire need of five more
j
"points" towards graduation, "To cover" the vast amount of
i
ground customarily given in World History courses with these ^
youngsters appeared no easy task from the beginning. My ex-
periences soon completely convinced me that six thousand years
of the history of civilization cannot possibly be adeg.uately
comprehended by even the most advanced boys and girls in my '
classes. If an effort is made to cover all this material, the
|
study of history is reduced to a galloping race from one vague
|
generality to another. There is never time to assimilate i
thoroughly any idea or to understand fully any trend or move-
j|
ment or to dig more deeply in some inviting field. The result
!|
I





^nlxo.L'irsii ‘Jiij ^o ©laoa ovioa oi ig^ico&sta ris aJt aJLrlT
iij-119 ^ ©rivt fll JtXiow rti ^©ni eYfid L iloiiiv; atioXcfo-i-:
9ilJ- Xxisi/B.j- ovjsxi I .Xooiijs ai J-eaxxiioaaaaii ZJJtae « lo
"X9 'to oX ,a"^3W ;fas*xtjmi> xftaa qb nt ,aii:o^ qyII too(,rfjLfs
aI.Lq,u(i ori& vILajjaU ad-soio^tici J&ise ^wIXJLJjs ai/osito^ois^sd "tXom&'si
-oX*iXj:ro j^^aXXoo ari^ lo xoaoTO axlo - ilXxsc: aottfil odTti OjiXrtI)
omict jS'xIxo 9 vp*tL ssijaoocf l09(,(fj:;a XactoX4‘lX>x)ji iiB ^unlss miss
-[iO'A orij lo allciSS’i ‘xsaooq; axid- ;^i'xo(raXri o:UX bmi abimd ixsill xio
Slid' lo tsBoi oilJ- ^nxaoorlo oxs ,^9xil xtxxrll orlw aaxXx/oxxxi/o Xb-is
X o:tiix/Il ^nlvBxl ,oilw xiouaaBXoio^jq.ij' otuoB biiB ;£2orid- Ij^iallo aXivo
o-iOQ 9yX1 lo Leon oilX ax aorXsemoxid Xr*Xl ,B9aTi;oo xjrfdo
lo d-nooxiB daBV oiil "lovo-' oX” eJbTiev/ol ’^ad-nXoi"
saodd- rioiw Boe*xx;oo -vi-ioiTBiH XXioY» xix hoyX;^ ^iXx'XBiuodaijo XxiBO'i3
-A.0 ,^ni:ax£xa9cf oild xio'xl :Xaal \;8bo oxt X)e*iB3{i<iB axolcj^iu-o-j
axfi9\; ^xxoajxom xXa dBxid om X)90iiiYiioo '^XssToi^jciOO aoop* sooxisixorr .
. i:
^XodBxrjisXB oxf -^Xo'xaao^ Xoxixsbo noxd’BixxXivio lo \;xodsi;l oxld lo
xsX aX'iXa oxxa a\o<d X9orxsT£)B Idoie oxld XidY9 ^cf ijaXaorio'XCicioo
|i
odd' ^XBi'xodBfli aXxil XXa asvoo ol oXbw aX Xxolls liB 'ii .aoaaBlo
i! exf^fiv 9 X10 uioxl 90bx gaiqoXXBi^ a ol Xsou^ox ax ''^aoleixi lo 'o^xxda
I
olBXXinXaaB od awxd xavaxt ai oxori'X , loxiloxuj oi ^diXBxousji
i
,! -9Y0U *xc bxio'tt xrji '^IXxfl Xixb
:
aaooiicr od 'xo BQbl \llb vi-'l^iXjoxoxid^^
dXxxaax axlT ,x»X9xl sxiXdxYnx orioa nX ’^Xq.oofj otoia gii) od xo dii9u
'
II
- 9 jb daoxdjsq; oxld I>xis xxoXdaaj^iJiXtx XBda9m,lo obbo X>Bd \XBy & ax..
zsires to avoid the cause - history - in the future at all pos-
sible costs. It seemed that, instead of meeting all the high-
sounding aims of producing better citizens which are claimed
for it, the study of World history kills any interest the
pupils might have in history as an exciting adventure in learn-
ing and fails utterly to give them any better understanding of
the v/orld society of which they are members.
Meaning? and Limitations of Thesis Topic
In spite of this discouragement
,
however, the conviction
has remained with me that the subject could be made vital and
stimulating and immediately meaningful to high school pupils;
hence the constant experimentation with selection of subject
matter and with methods of presentation. The preparation of
a master *s thesis afforded an excellent opportunity to con-
centrate on one aspect of the problem, the aspect which my ex-
perience has led me to believe is of fundamental importance.
This is the elimination of much material presented in the course
and the careful selection of those topics, or areas, of World
History instruction which have clear-cut, direct and immediate
civic values. Almost all teachers seem to agree that the course
"covers too much ground" and feel the need for some reduction
and selection of materials;.
The primary object of this research has been, therefore,
to learn what topics or fields of V/orld History should be se-














9iil lla ^iiltooci to hr.BlLxil J-I , .;jaoo olcfXe
ij
i)3flii:fiXi) o'U3 ilolhvf aaosiiSlo *i3jj©a giitojL'to-xtx to csula gxiJLbm/OB **
I'
'
a£i;J- d’BS'xs^ni a£j,l:£ '^‘xol'otii M-icVk 'io ^;Jb;fwa &iIo lol,;
-!i*ia©I fti ^aiJloxo a.a »a ^‘royeiri aJL
lo Tisd-tod vaa morlt ot Qllat Ana ^nl i!
1 o%a floXfiV/ to '^ioloon i>X'xov; od;t
oii.;oT axa axj/X lo a t gtd~^jd- X:, Xtc Jbn&
noitolvaoo od'& ,‘£ovev^od flnomoz^o^ooelA ohit to 3tXQ;a iil
Ana Lailv obaai oo f>Xxroo iljaxiJ ©m rf^Xw X&xxiJiiiis’x oad
^
;oI.tq;i/5 loorioa cd” ^^iQSalb^msal Lna ^itid-fiX-JX-iiXE
’j
d-08Gcfx;a to uoltoolon liaXvj xxoid'fiinoinl^sq:^:© Inslonoo oiit ©{.uiafij!
i'
to sjciT .jttoXXad'ixoao'xi.x to s^odtoiu lidXw Xyub lod-t/JA
,,
-noy oJ- "id•i.ruJd"xo^i^io duaXIa .^xq jxb jjoXxol'Xa B'xdatxein a ;
-X9 xOi dolTL\i d-08<iaa ©xio .tiT^Xcfo'ifx oiid' -:o d-o-ii-iBB oxio no sJ-jaxd-ixso
j
(
^oorxtsd-xoqfiiX Xi3 a-n8iasXj3Xf*l lo ai availed o& am f>oX aad aonaixa^
aswoo axid rcJ; f)adaasa'v<i Xaixad’ara slomn. lo ftoldxsnXmiXa aiit ai eixiT
XX'xort to .aao'xii -xo ,aoX<iod- aaoiid xtoidoalae Ixitaixio sdt ana
o^iBlboiMil bna too’xlh , dxro- ‘ms alo aYxsrl xiaxrlv/ ja;oj;d''v;j:rxdaxix \xouSiii,j
aexuoo axid J’axid od msaa aiaxlojiad' d’SomXA .aoi/iXjV oXyxo
j
xsoXdoifXo’x onoa xol boon afiJ* Xaal Jf^ixs ”J5xuJ0'iti xiaxrm oot axeYoo”,!
•1
... Y.
,alal*i9lAss. to iioitoaiaa i>nj3''
,axo^a^xoiij ,isaad a©£i xlo'iBaaa-i aXii^d to toot,dio ^oemlx^ odT jj
1
-aa ad X>Xxroaa ijXxoVi lo EiblaXl \o soXd.od d/iav; xxxxjaX od||
-i.luxiad’ -xOa. aosocixt/ij olvlo oixj: T^lGdjaxrpaM jacii JLiitlut ot boiool
i :fp=r.
2ing the subject. Secondary objectives of the research have been
to discover what general methods of organizing the materials
are considered the most successful and to find out what teach-
ing techniq.ues or procedures are especially conducive to the
stimulation of pupil interest in the civic aspects of the sub-
ject.
It may be well to point out right here that it is recog-
nized that World History may well be taught for other purposes.
However, for some years, the authorities in social studies
teaching have maintained that the first purpose of these courses
is preparation for intelligent and cooperative citizenship. The
report of the Committee on Social Studies of the National Educa-
tion Association in 1916 stated in part as follows:
"Erom the nature of their content, the social studies
afford peculiar opportunities for the training of the in-
dividual as a member of society. Whatever their value from
the point of view of personal culture, unless they contri-
bute directly to the cultivation of social efficiency on
the part of the pupil, they fail in their most important
function, . .More specifically, the social studies of the
American high school should have for their conscious and
constant purpose the cultivation of good citizenship,"^
Needless to say not all social studies teachers immediately ac-
2
cepted this as their primary objective, but it has been con-
stantly reiterated and expanded during the intervening years
until civic aims now taJce precedence in authoritative
Dunn, The Social Studies in Secondtiry Education
, p, 9
Aoos, The American Secondary School , p, 403 ff
,




vgXal'xodiscs ^iLi to aLodd-eu Xx^'ieiiO'o d-f$dw. 'rovoosil) o;f Ij
f •'XiiwisJ- d-Biivf ffi/o Mil od- X/id Xirleasooifs iaoi^ 9uJ X 9'i&i)xeno-j Ji'XB ;|
arid- od- dTioii/jrioo TiX^iootisa a'l^i &0ii/f>oooiix no soirpixixioet 5£Xi -




ii isfiJ- onoii iri^in d-yo dnioq od- XXaw ocf %tm il
,e&ao(inj/<i noi-ido not driv'Mt 9Cf IXow -jsoi v-ioiaiii i)Ino\j &ssiit LzdLi
eeiXuda Xaioos ai eaisrinoxld-xrxt ©xid ,8n£o\, oaioa no'i .novswoH,
aeanij-oo ssoiit lo oaoq;nxf(i tenil exit XariMtaxam oYcri 3iixOa&od-
>1
ofiT , 'i/iextosidio 9Vit*3 ns<i.tJoo Xxxxs diiogxXXad-xii not itoid-enaxo'Xl 2 i
-box/M XBxioidBii axld- lo aoiMta XBiooci xto aod-diioinoo anj to d-ioioni
:av/oIXol «a Jii jciatBia oJ.'^X ni noiiBioooa-i. xtoid--
68ii)i/is Xaiooe arli jiris'clxioo lifcil.d’ to
-ai ftiii lo o4'^ not aaitixto
iuonl ooIbt niadt •^.©vstBAii ^x^oloo'd to
-indisoo 'iodt aaoXxitx ,a'.uriXoo Xsnoana^i
AO •^oAoivOXl'i© Xjsiooa lo a^tt^'vt'SLuo
a'yftsj'ibq;iiii daoisi nisxU aX liAt \0(it ,
Slid' lo tisiMia XBiooa oxld' .>jXX.BOi'l:
aiioiooixco niodJ* not oyb-i oXi/oxiu
,^irioAo2 XXio boo-'^ to Aoi-tBVidIxro
om/tAXi Slit aon^"
nosL4,o t£Xt300u Xnotls
neXffioci B BB LfijjJ&iYif)
to wylY to u'uioc£ orivi
©lid od yjXJ'ooniii odAd
XiXA-l obS to dn/ix
iosqa onoi , , .iioldoxtol
loodoB iOsoxne:jA
add osox'XJJ'X dricdaAoo
OB vXedBMeiOwi aisdWod asXMda XbXoo 0 Xxii doa od sa©Xbi)o»i
-.-iio nsscf eart ii iu<S
lisigso'
HTJ33X i/iUz&vtana adt aiiiu/L iisjjoai-ta to fiatartaJiax 'clJnaJcj
©TidiidinorLTi/B aX ooasfiooanq oaLsd woa KiaiB oivXo xXdrur|
5
^'X . notdBOJdM. •YJivbA.o.^xQiX ^
nuidi i'
.11 iiOi ,q . loodoo ,aooA
soiarces. Since it is therefore accepted as the peculiar functioiji
of the social studies to prepare for citizenship, those materials
and methods which best meet this aim should be chosen and empha-
sized.
Many topics of history study do not make valuable contri-
butions to worthy civic ideals, intelligent voting, obedience
to the will of the majority or tolerant public opinion. In
fact some fields of history study might well have the opposite
effects and should be omitted from a course for high school
pupils who are not historical scholars, but very average Ameri-
can citizens in the making. Other fields of history may well
contribute information, 'insights and appreciations which have
personal value for the pupil, but, beside the civic materials
of the course, these should receive only incidental treatment.
It is doubtful that any particular topic can be made to serve
both the civic purposes and personal-appreciation values of in-
b
struction profitably at one and the same time. The teacher who
attempts to do this probably only confuses the pupils, and I
believe, as the title of this thesis indicates, that World His-
tory should be taught first of all for civic purposes.
3
Ibid ,, p, 402 (1927)
Beard, A Charter for the Social Studies
. pp, 102-106 (1932)
Tryon, 'Social Sciences as School Subjects
. p, 95 (1935)
Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies
. p, 165 ff, (1937)
4
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sXi«;ooq,o onX oY^ii IlOiV vmoXBxn tc aaXoiX /) ;.
looilJa li^iA Yc'l o'^'iiioo li ifioX jDttxtXiio sa oiio c-XosY/i;
o'^xsaovo .
,
i'-^iXodoa X.soi:'?.oX tOii o;*v aXi.^X']
XIov/ 'to aXIuJ-t yoeY:^ ox./ iix .:.o:;Xvi rta
•j /.^ii lioXil’v ;*juC i j'-;X 00 ’ .'. xt bi.i£> o 5 :ioXo Bffi'XO till oJ'Lc!iy^; .'i >
£.X^X‘X9jttra OXt£o dllJ' obl'iOCl , ;/X -.at OJiX-I . ,
.tf-c'^ico^ox XxiCt-jioXXo.ti. .;.Cuo avXoos'x .biuoua 3c;0i;IX , ;-'-joo oda toi'
-;;.L lo bbi/lBv ;xoX J ::ixo^x^l:iri-Xii.;lOb^:oil Xaxti cia&Oii'.a; ’Jivio aust
“bid .vX‘X0W
,
f.o / -. oXisxtX uxa9i-j ' c -;v^ lO oX t-i
,aoao>i'iii-ti oiYxo 'xot Xlxi to JXYlt vxi blnoi'a
. x-vXi; . 1,.„
,
mq X J-^^ojjXX UB0X Y9L ^ i'UiH.
, i ,Xa:J^Xoj;ood .riootonu
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This study is dy no means a complete analysis of the prob-
lem and the author is only too conscious of its many shortcom-
ings. These are partly a result of the inability to devote
sufficient time to the investigation. For this reason only
high schools in Massachusetts were studied and, although, these
present a wide variety of practices, schools in other states
would undoubtedly provide some very v/orthwhile ideas and infor-
mation. Most of the material used was drawn from questionnaires
and personal interviews with teachers of the subject. After
the questionnaires were returned, many possible improvements in
wording and set-up could be seen and, with practice, the conduct
of interviews became easier and the results more valuable. Thus
lack of experience in formulating questionnaires and conducting
interviews somewhat alters their results. Furthermore there
[has been no opportunity to checM upon the validity of the an-
swers to the questionnaires or upon the recommendations made by
the interviev/ees. To checM upon the former actual visits to
classrooms would be necessary and these ai*e out of the question
for a teacher in service. The validity of the latter could be
ascertained only by testing the pupils taught by the various
methods recommended and comparing the results thus obtained.
This was also entirely beyond the possibility of investigation
for a master *s thesis. Above all else, it must be remembered
bhat in any research of this type, the elements of subjective
judgment loom very prominently. From the construction of the
luestionnaires to the final recommendations based upon their
I
-do'ig: yxivT 1o aiay;X^xi£ jcfoXircoo a ma&a. oa \a aX Yj)Ui^ aXiiT •;
I:
-wooXioxla \cia^.i &Xl lo SjjOi:>eiioo ood- >:Xxxo qX ic.xXi/ji 3 £lX h£i& m^X ;i ^
QioYBD O't tXXdjOiXi QiiX 1o d'Xj/csj'X a 3ib oasrlx .
|j
\l£LQ fcoexj3'i .3XiiX *10'^; oAi oX omXX
[j
aaaii;^ , xaBi/oiliMii ,/jai3 i>oiXn:^s oiew ayj-d-aBi/iiojsaaiS^ nX aXooxloe a^Xfi
f aaXaXs lod^Q ixX aXooiloe \o aX>Xw a
Xn0eo'tq[!|
ii
-'lotxiX biia s.:i0XX 0XX£iv/riX*iovv ^xs'v aruoa afiXYo-Xv^. clyoX>iii; XXwov
'
I aeaX^inxLoXXaaaij i^O'n ixwxiub ajw Xoax/ X^X-ioXam sdi “io Xaor. ,;ioXX..i: '
,^o0(,di;a 0dX lo a'lexix^oJ xidX'v av</9iYi0^xii X^noa*xoci Xiis ,
f itX Bi-xiuiaoYor-'xniX aXdXeaoa ^rxxim 9*xi>vr aaiix-jHixoXioa^p si'iJ''
douXiioo ;0oXXo.3'xq. ^^tvi ,X»iia noae od .dXuoo cru-Xoa ijixc B^tXLxow
II axi-ilX *&XdiiirX^T ©lofli sXlx^ao'x ^xid Xiua ‘toleaa avr^.Y'iBJni
^o';
i'
3fxXd9^Xiio6 to c^^'xX^mioXXa JXjp ^xiXX^Xixd^ol nX aondiad^xx© lo XoxiX:
I' ^
3i0iU 9‘iof:t‘xoj.xd''ij/5X .adlXiS^T; 'XXoiid a-ibXXxs Xsiiwoaoe awsXv^sXxxX
-cxjE oxid ^0 '^J il)ilav arid- xio^xx Xoario oX Xm/d-ioqixo ojx
xxQod aB£i|,
/ QiJBci aaoXd-aXxxofliir.oox.'x oxlX mocixf io as'ilBixxioiXa Jif^) -idX oX
s'lowa
jl oX aXXaXY JUiXxXoB 'xsiniol adX xio^ix/
•‘20dv/oiY-xeXxiX 0xIX|
i noXXasi/j. exlX ^o Xxxo saaxiX to v/XBaVaoan ad X>Ixxow aiuooiasBXdj
I
ad fiXxroo 'ladXaX exiX lo ^XXI>XXby bxIT ^aoXY'xaa xsX
'i^xioBoX b ‘xcy
jl ei/ox'XJiY 'axlX \;q J-xi.jXfsX alX-iBSi ^xid \<i ^cXtto
^0jXBX'iaoaxi|
j
.iioxxxBXda 8i;xlt aXii^asi B.ai'tBq’cioo bxxjb X>BDUBr.»aooa'X aLoaXom.
*ioxX.ea,iXa9YXxX lo \xtXXdXaBO(i ydX liixovscid ^^x^^•i:XXi^0 obXb acw sidTj
i)9*xydiudmoi ©d dGxnc XX .©eXo IXb ©Yodii. ,ciia6xiX a’'£8X6Bin xj io £! ^
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I.
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analysis, subjective opinion must constantly enter into the
weighing and selection of evidence* A lone researcher does not
even have the benefit of healthy criticism from co-workers.
Despite all these limitations, it is hoped that this study will i
be of real value to other teachers in the field.
Significance
Today the importance of world affairs to every American
ii
citizen is only too apparent. Our would-be isolation and at-
j
tempted aloofness from international q.uarrels is completely
shattered and daily v/e are being drawn nearer the problems of
our neighbors. The schools cannot dodge their responsibility
to eq.uip future citizens with a correct knowledge of world af-
j
fairs and, of even greater importance, with a will to try to
|
remedy the chaos about them. This latter duty means the develop-^
ment of proper civic attitudes, habits and ideals tov/ards matters!
of foreign policy. The study of history, particularly European '
and World history, is included in the school cm-ricula for this
purpose, but even the casual critic can show the educators that
it has been far from a complete success. In spite of all our
instruction in history, pupils seem very little better informed
about world affairs and no more interested in them than though
they had not been exposed to the instruction.
According to the results of the xiegents* Inq.uiry social
studies do not fulfill their high sounding purpose of "making
better citizens". Little discernible difference in achievement
cJ -
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and attitudes was found "between those students who have taken
|
"many courses" in history and those who have taken only the re- ||
(luired one. In fact, in some respects, the group taking only
the req.uired course was superior to the group taking all three
|
history courses traditionally offered in the senior high schools
;
6
of I'few York State, Although the educational system of Massachu-
i
setts is somewhat different from IJew York*s (particularly in
the freedom from Regents' examinations), no one has produced
any tangible evidence of the superiority of social studies in- i
struction in our state, and it is fairly reasonable to assume
1
that, "by and large, it is much the same as in Rew York, Iso-
lated instances of unusual and constructive curriculum making
and instruction exist, "but in most systems limitations upon
expenditures
,
heavy demands upon teachers* time and energy, in-
adequate teacher preparation in the social sciences and hide-
bound traditions regarding content and methods pretty much pro-
hibit experimentation and change;.
Over and over again teachers, thi’ough the questionnaires
or in personal interviews, expressed the opinion that "some-
thing should be done about World History," They realize that
it is not meeting the task assigned it, some would even relegate
it to the ash heap as a miserable failure, Most teachers, how- i
ever, seem to believe that it has a function. They expressed ,
interest in this study and the hope that its results might of-
|
fer some solutions to their perplexities. The teachers' prob-
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lems seem to be much the same whether their schools be small or
large, their years of experience few or many, so the value of
this study should not be, by any means, limited to the teachers
of little experience in the smaller schools.
Other Studies in This Field ,
Ho other study of exactly this type was unearthed, although
'I
two or three were found which suggest a somewhat different, and
perhaps more limited, attack upon the same problem'. These are: :i
1, A master's thesis, "Trends in Content and Instruction
in V/orld History in Secondary Schools," by Anna l,
,1
Harder, University of Southern California, 1927,
Z» "Selecting a Textbook in Tenth-Grade History," by F, H,
jKniss, Educational Administration a^ Supervision , vol, i|
21 .
:
3. "How General and Vague are World Histories?", by 1, C,
Landsittel, Social Educ at ion , Hov, 1939.
j
Howard Wilson, in Education for Citizenship , recommends the in- '
I
troduction of World History in the tenth grade of the Hew York ^
high schools, the course to consist of"a series of units trac-
|
ing briefly selected major movements and critical areas in the
rise of our culture • with suggested applications to present-
. .
7 i|
day conditions," He does not, however, suggest what units or
areas whould be selected or what methods can best be used to
apply World History materials to current problems. Books deal-
8
ing with the methods of teaching history or the social studies i
7
Ibid .
, p. 156 I
8
i
See, for example, V/esley, Teaching the Social Studies or Tryon
fhe Social Sciences as School Subjects i
II
'-V
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do not treat World History specifically, or, if they do, seem
to offer no constructive suggestions for the elimination of
worthless material and reorganization of the remainder. Ap-
parently this particular problem has not presented itself to
the authors, lerhaps none of them has ever tried teaching this
branch of the social studies!
Methods of Q-atherin;? Data and Dealing with Problem
The first step in gathering data was to peruse the writings
of authorities in social studies instruction to learn their
opinions regarding the aims for World History teaching. This
was almost liAe looking for the proverbial needle in the hay
stack, AS stated above, very few of these authors mention V/orld
History specifically and, if any statement of aims is made, it
is couched in vague and general terms, often meaningless even
to teachers, I found. To the few definite civic aims for World
History which I discovered, I added those civic aims of history
instruction in general that I thought were applicable to World
History, This gave me a list of twelve aims which were sub-
divided into two groups; (l) Knowledge, skills and habits; (2)
Attitudes, The list was submitted to teachers through the q.ues-
tionnaires and interviews for their reaction and comment,
9
The second step was the construction of the q.uestionnaire.
This was aimed to find out the teachers* ideas regarding aims
for the course; the topics or areas of instruction most empha-
——— - “
See copy of q.uestionnaire in Appendix
ii
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sized; those topics most freciuently omitted; the general method^
of presentation of material; the name of texts, workbool;s and
standardized tests used; criticisms of texts; and, last, fre-
q,nency of instruction in ciirrent events. The g^uestionnaire
was sent to ninety Massachusetts high schools which offer a
course labelled ” World History” in the records of the State
Supervisor of Secondary Education. According to the figures
given by that office, one hundred twelve of the two hundred
f ifty-seven high schools in Massachusetts offered such a course
in the year 1938-39. Most of the high schools within a thirty
mile radius of BrocMton were not sent q.uestionnaires
,
but re-
served for the personal interviews;.
Only one questionnaire was sent to a school, although in
many schools several teachers are assigned the subject. This
decision was made on the assumption that policies and proce-
dures would be about the same for all teachers within one sys-
tem. In several cases all World History teachers in a school
joined in answering the questionnaire and in adding comments.
In one school the department head had copies made for all
teachers to answer. As a whole it appears that one question-
naire to a school gave an adequate sampling.
The questionnaires were sent to the principals of the
schools with an explanation of their pxirpose and the request
that they be handed on to the teacher in charge of World His-
tory. This had to be done as no list of the names of V/orld
History teachers in Massachusetts is available. All told.
jiij ;l)edJ‘jLcio aoX<iod- jeoxU ib-:>si8
I
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dXod IXui. ,oXdibXiBVB ai edtoai/doasaHM Hi a*i»doa&d ^TOieiH
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fifty-two (or 57 ,7^) of the schools returned fifty-four ques-
tionnaires. Of these one was entirely useless and oiily certain ,
parts of four others could he used* In one of these instances
|
the course reported was really not a "World history", in the |
other cases the questions were not adequately answered or in- |l
s tractions were not followed* The apparent care and thought jj
employed in answering most questionnaires was a source of real '
encouragement* Frequently long notes were attached to them* J
The content of these notes ranged from expressions of "good
|
wishes" to constructive and original suggestions for improving
texts and organization of materials for instruction, hot a few
j
teachers capitalized upon the opportunity to "blow off steam"
|
about World History as a high school subject*
j
More complete and, hence, more valuable suggestions for
improving the course to meet its civic purposes were gained
through the personal interviews* It was my original intention
to conduct twenty interviews at least, but only sixteen finally
materialized* Inevitably interviews are very time-consuming,
especially for the interviewer who has to make all the arrange-
ments and do the travelling* Much difficulty in setting mutual-
ly convenient dates v/as encountered, but perhaps more difficulty
in making the initial contacts with the prospective interviewees*
High school principals were asked for the names of teachers of
the subject, but, in some instances, did not comply with this
j
request* In other cases the teacher v/as unwilling to be inter- I
viewed* These unpleasant experiences stand in marked contrast !
ij|
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ij xtXxroxntX) &‘iOiii 8^/iii'XS-i. Ji/c{ .Xo^isd-iurooxis asiw tuaX/ievnoo 7,1:
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to the cordial welcome and hind assistance offered in other
schools.
For comparison with the results of the interviev/s and gnes-
tionnaires an analysis of the contents of the textbooks most
commonly used in the Commonwealth was made. The textbook, par-
ticularly in the schools with limited library facilities, is
still an important factor in determining the teaching of any
subject. The q^uestionnaires showed that Pahlow, J<lan^s Great
Adventure , dreenan and Gathany, Units in Viforld History and Hughe i^,
Today *s World are the most popular V/orld History texts and a
page-by-page measurement of their contents has revealed the
amount of space devoted to material of civic value, to material
of personal-appreciation value, and to "deadwood” - information
of little or no meaning for high school pupils, Haturally the
element of subjective judgment played its part in allotting
material to these categories,
A similar analysis of workbooks and standardized tests was
planned, but abandoned after the return of the ciuestionnaires
,
for they revealed that only nine of these schools used a work-
book and only three, standardized tests. The v/orkbooks named
were usually those designed to accompany the text and would,
therefore, emphasize the same facts and follow the same method
3f presentation. Workbooks - good, bad or indifferent - have
little influence upon World History instruction in liassachusetts
^d standardized tests even less.
With the data thus collected as a foundation I have built
' nl Jby'XtiVio joiisd’aiasa -jrtti azicoL^a LaiLioo jiit ot 1
.aioorioc
S)ii^ d'vTotYrQisit 'lo sJ-X^rae'! orio- ;i>ti:vf rioaii^i<iiaoo t;oU
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j;
,3S‘iXBiBicixaoxr^ add- lo ‘lot'iB ixsaoX-xta^a ;3axt£iiiXq|
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|i 3Y3£i - XK^'is^'iXXxiX %0 bad . ,hooz - u:ioacf:CxoV. wioiX.'-Xixaad'iu lu
:' aXXoauuaxsaaBiX at fjoXXoxxiXexiX ^-roXaiH XX*xoW xicj^u ©axiadl'aiX aixn^
,aadX a9Y3 aXaaX XasXX'Xf^AAvxXa Xiox'
Xlxu'cf avBxt X iXoXXBXm/ol b aa X>3X‘joXIog sxyLX bXsX adX dXXV.
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the recommendations for which I assume sole responsibility.
They are not v;holly nev/ or original, but I feel that in apply-
ing them to this problem they have become partly my brain chil-
dren, born after much serious q.uestioning and cogitation, After
reading the evidence which follows, I trust that the reader
will understand the reasons for the conclusions drawn whether
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CIVIC Aliii^ OF WOKLI) HI^TOHY IHiilKUCTIOK !!
Distinction between Civic and Personal-Appreciation Aims ||
The distinction here drawn "between civic and personal-appre-^|
il
elation aims for World History is essentially that made "between
|
civic and cultiiral aims by David Snedden in his Educational
Sociology . Snedden uses 'culture’ in the older and narrower
sense as "those interests and attainments that are not tangibly
1
and primarily vocational, civic or health-producing, " but which
are "worthwhile in themselves or are essential means of further
2
sulture." Since 'culture' has nov/ been given a much broader
neaning by the sociologists, the term 'personal-appreciation' is
ised in this thesis to indicate those aims described as 'cultural
by Snedden. lersonal-appreeiation aims are, therefore, those
ifhich create the visions, interests and appreciations which make
the individual's personal life richer, fuller and happier. Civic
)bjectives of education, on the other hand, tend to create those
Insights, ideals, appreciations, attitudes and hopes which make
;he individual a good member of a democratic society. Civic aims
Drepare for group life, personal-appreciation aims for personal
Life.
1
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UplrULona of iiuthoritles Civic Alma for World lilstor.v
Fev/ authorities malce the above differentiation betv/een civic
and personal-appreciation aims of social studies Instruction but
list all objectives together and, as v/as stated befox’e, almost
no one mentions definite and especial aims for isorld iiistory.
Hence to evolve an authoritative list of objectives required
searching among the vague and wordg^ statements of social scien-
tists and experts in teaching the social studies for clues to
the accepted aims of the course, fhe social scientists yielded
few suggestions beyond generalities about historical perspective
and broadmindedness or tlie development of pxa*ely scholarly habits
and sicills v/iiich the average high school pupil v^ould never use,
even if he were capable of ac(j.ulx*ing them, ‘ihe most helpfiil
wor]c by social scientists was the report of the ComiJiission on the
Social Studies of the iunerican Historicfil Association axid this
falls to establish specific objectives that relate to the funda-
mental needs and real interests of the pupil, Nevertheless some
of the objectives listed in A Ciiarter for the iiQCial Sciences
seemed sufficiently significant as guideposts in the right direc-
tion to receive consideration, eventually a few were incorporate|l
in whole or in part, in the list of aims submitted to the teacher|S
in service. One cannot deny the civic v/ortli of such attitudes as
1, respect for the rights and opinions of others
2, zeal for truth
2, faith in the power of men to improve themselves
4, vivid sense of responsibility in all relations
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6. a desire to participate in the world's work.
It is for the teachers of the social studies to decide whether
these objectives are the peculiar function of 'World History or
whether their accomplishment is a possibility with tenth-grade
youngsters. If teachers do adopt these aims they must use them
Dnly as guides, drawing from them simple, direct and clear state-
aents of purposes immediately applicable to the needs and inter-
ests of the children they teach.
Up to date teachers seem to have failed Q,uite generally in
ihe formulation of definite objectives for the social studies,
jack of specificity regarding aims is rather to be expected among
he social scientists. Their work is to discover and present
social facts in a scientific and impartial manner. They are not
soncerned with the selection and adaptation of these materials
"or teaching purposes on the elementary and secondary levels,
jhese are the tasks for the teachers. When confusion and general-4
•ties concerning objectives are found among the teachers, and
>articularly among the outstanding ones, it is a far greater
cause for discouragement. That such hazy and redundant thinking
does exist is evidenced by these excerpts from the writings of
the authorities:
"History is a valuable tool for use in developing a
spirit of altruism and understanding in order to throttle
unhappy provincialism and enhance an ever expanding spirit
of cooperation." ^
3
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or
"Draw reasonable and sensible conclusions and lessons
from ... study of ... institutions, movements, units and
trends covered by the course."
or again
"To cultivate toleration in order to lessen tension
and to diversify culture."^
Such statements are high-sounding and undoubtedly truly fine in
their purpose, but to translate them into precise and exact ob-
jectives towai'ds which to direct one's teaching is q.uite a dif-
ferent matter. What meaning can altruism be made to hold for
adolescents thirteen to sixteen? What reasonable and sensible
sonclusions can they be expected to draw with their limited ex-
periences - real or vicarious? What sort of tension do we wish
bo lessen? These and many similar (questions come to mind upon
heading these sentences. Perhaps the very nature of the materials
l)f social studies instruction make the formulation of specific
lims more difficult for these subjects than for many others,
)ut it cannot be an impossibility, for occasionally it has been
7
, .ccomplished v/ith an encouraging degree of success.
Finally, in spite of the hxirdles of confusion and geaerali-
• ies, a list of objectives applicable to World History was select-
I d. The basis for their choice was the freciuency of mention by th
5
Gathany, "Current Jivents and the Teaching of European History,"
Social Studies
.
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authorities. It is true that some of these can he considered
aims for other courses also, hut it seems to the author that
»^orld history should make very marked contributions towards
their aceomplisiiment and their inclusion is thereby justifiable.
The objectives chosen are:
I, hnov/ledge, skills and habits
1, To learn the techniq.ues of finding information
2, To understand generalizations and causal relation-
ships
3, To learn and understand instances of social, econo-
mic and political processes
4, To understand basic political, economic and social
trends in world history
5, The habit of reading newspaper and magazine articles
about world affairs
6, Ability to recognize propagaiida
7, To acg.uire a perspective for understanding contem-
porary issues
II, Attitudes
1, Tolerance and sympathy for peoples in all lands
2, Fairmindedness and v/illingness to hear and weigh
evidence from all sides
3, Capacity for suspended Judgment
4, uove of world peace and desire for cobperation among
nations 8
b. hove of truth
The first, fifth and sixth objectives in the first group and all
except the third in the second group can be easily comprehended
and are definite in meaning. The others are too general or too
all-inclusive and, in some cases, their meaning cannot readily
be grasped. They are, however, the most definite aims which
In addition to Beard, op, pit,, the authorities from whom these
objectives were drawn are: Wesley, pp. pit., p. 171; Beters, Ob-
jectives and Procedures in Civic Education
, pp, 147-8; Tryon,
OP , pit., p* 93; koos, pp. pit., p, 402 ff,; Snedden, Sociologi-
cal Determination of Objectives in hducatlon
. p, 225 ff,; kniss
OP
.
pit,, p, 114; Gathany, pp. cit . . pp, 112-116,
t
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could be found amon^ the writings of the authorities,
Viev/points of Classroom Teachers !
These aims were included in the q.uestionnaire sent to teach-
ers and in the q^uestions aslced in the personal interviews.
Teachers were req^uested to checlc twice those aims which they con-
sidered very important, once those which they believed fairly im-
portant, and to cross out any which they felt valueless. In all
seventy teachers cheeked the list with the results given in the
9
tables below.
The development of desirable attitudes seem on the whole
to be considered more important by the teachers than the ac-
quisition of knowledge, skills and habits. Of the latter, only
’understanding basic political, economic and social trends in
vorld history," "perspective for understanding contemporary is-
sues" and "habit of reading articles about world affairs" were
ranked in importance with the attitudes, -Developing a"capacity
for suspended judgment" was the only attitude checked less than
10
one hundred times. In view of the immaturity of tenth-grade
pupils and the difficulty in achieving a "capacity for suspended
judgment" even among supposedly educated adults, it is not sur-
prising to find that teachers evaluate this as a less significant
lim. It is surprising, however, to discover "learning the tech-
: liques of finding information" and "ability to recognize propa-
9 '
bee pages 20 and 21,
10
AS each teacher was asked to check twice each aim considered
'very important" it was theoretically possible for each aim to be
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ganda" rated so low. These have received much attention among
leading educators in recent years and one v/ould expect teachers
in service to rate them more highly. Possible explanation of
this situation may be foiind in the lack of facilities in many
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and in the opinion that the ability to recognize propaganda can
be more effectively developed in the "Iroblems of Democracy"
course. In schools where that subject is not offered, the at-
tainment of this objective would devolve upon the history courses
Table II
Elimination of Objectives by Teachers
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1
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For full statement of these aims, refer back to p. 18
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Few teachers would eliminate any of the objectives present-
ed, Two crossed out "ability to recognize propaganda". "Learn-
ing the techniq.ues of finding information", "understanding gen-
eralizations and causal relationships", "perspective for under-
standing contemporary issues" and "fairmindedness in weighing
evidence " were each crossed out once. This is, of course, an
extremely small proportion, A few more teachers omitted to
checA certain aims, although they did not cross them out. Those
most frequently left unchecked were "understanding generaliza-
tions and causal relationships", ’^ability to recognize propagan-
da"
,
"fairmindedness in v/eighing evidence" and "love of truth",
but here again the proportion is very small.
Through the questionnaires and interviev/s teachers were in-
cited to suggest additional civic aims, Unfortunately this re-
quest did not bear much fruit. Twenty-one teachers recommended
3 ther objectives, some of which repeat, in different words, the
iims given on the questionnaire and others of which ai*e definite-
10
Ly not civic aims at all. The suggested aims which are primari-
.y civic ai*e re-stated in Table III v/hich also indicates the
Lumber of times each was recommended by a teacher. If the major-
ity of World History teachers had thought out for themselves
simple, specific and meaningful objectives, it is reasonable to





"Preparation for college work and entrance examinations,"
"To relate history to the study of jmiglish, French, Latin."
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paucity of responses is further evidence of the failure
mulate precise goals for social studies instruction.
Table III










1, Appreciation of democracy as best form of
'
government and of the price paid for it
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2, iippreciation of our rich heritage from
other lands, ea^es and cultures ' 3 »
t
I
3. appreciation of contributions of great fig-








4, Understanding of pupil *s ovm social and
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6, Ability to discuss social, economic and
,
political problems openly in a ^roup 1
I
1
I 7. ability to do independent thinAin^ 1
I
? 8, appreciation of value of personal freedom , 1
1
1
9, Building a vocabulary which will enable
,
intelligent reading- about current affairs ' 1
1
Objectives Recommended by the Author
Vi/drld history should fulfill two major objectives: (1) the
creation of intelligent, sympathetic and cooperative world
citizens, (2) the development of a truer understanding and ap-
preciation of democracy by placing it in its historical perspec-
tive, Probably few will q.uarrel with the contention that the
first is a peculiar function of iiVorld History, but there may be
many objections to the second, Nevertheless, I firmly believe
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Ithat a Imowledse and appreciation of the long struggle by the
I
English to attain our democracy, an understanding of the vi/eak-
nesses and evils which undermined Athenian democracy and the
Homan republic, and a Jcnowledge of the main principles and
practices of the various forms of autocratic government of the
past and present can make very cogent contributions to an aware-
ness of the internal dangers to democracy and to a firm deter-
mination to preserve the American form of government. One must
study more than the history of the United States to come to a
full realization of the fact that the price of democracy is
eternal vigilance.
The definite aims which 1 am offering were chosen or con-
structed to meet these tv/o major objectives. These recommenda-
tions repeat the more definite aims given by the authorities
and the classroom teachers, a few others are my attempts to
make more tangible and exact some of the vaguely expressed opin-
ions of the experts. The remainder are the products of my ov/n
reflections upon the problem.
The objectives v/hich I recommend are:
I. knowledge, skills and habits
1'. The techniq_ue of finding authentic information about
historical facts and current v/orld affairs
2. A vocabularly of social, political and economic
terms which will directly aid intelligent reading
about current v/orld affairs. This vocabulary should
be short and consist of only the most significant
terms, as comm\mism, fascism, dictatorship, imperial-
ism, nationalism, r'arliament, prime minister and
premier, subject nationality, autocracy. (Irobably
not more than twenty or twenty-five concepts can be
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L
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thoroughly assimilated in one yeai' 5y the average
pupil. To have them oecome a part of his v/orhing
i
vocabulary, they must be used over and over again
j
in all their various connotations. Vocabulary
!|
lists should differ between communities and depend
upon the amount of iaaowledge the pupils bring to
||the course, j !
3. A knovjledge of the basic principles and practices
j
of the leading governments of the world as these I
affect international relations or throv/ light upon I
the strength and v/eahnesses of oujc* own democractic
i
system,
I4. A knowledge of the real causes of war.
j
5. ^ understanding of the reasons for the existence
of autocratic governments.
6. iin understaiiding of the price, in human sacrifice,
which has been paid for democracy.
7. A knowledge of the fundamental dangers which can
undermine democracy from within, as:
a. maldistribution of wealth and opportunity
b. failure to solve persistent problems of poverty
and unemployment
c. ineQ.uality of political and civil rights and
privileges among groups v/ithin a democratic
country
.
d. prolonged and expensive wars
e. lowering of public morality
f. ignorance and indifference on the part of the
majority of citizens and their failure to as-
sume civic responsibilities
g. deadening of individual initiative
h. failure of democracies to act ^.uickly in time
of emergency
8. ability to recognize propaganda.
9. An acq.uaintance with efforts to establish inter-




1, iua admiration of the v/ork of the"heroes of peace"
of all lands and all ages.
2. An appreciation of our rich heritage from other
lands and ages.
3. Tolerance and sympathy for peoples in other lands i
and for people of other races in our own land.
4, Fairmindedness and willingness to hear and weigh
evidence from all sides.
5, hove of v/orld peace and an active desire for inter-
national cooperation.
6. A real and living interest in learning about cur-
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rent world problems which will continue with the
pupil after he leaves school*
7^ A love of democracy, an appreciation of our per-
sonal liberties and a firm determination to Iceep
the United States a democratic nation.
8. an appreciation of the importance and responsibil-
ity of each and every individual in building a ^ust
and strong democratic society.
The experiences and criticisms of other teachers could re-
fine and improve this list. Any truly worthwhile set of objec-
tives must be the outcome of the thought of many serious students
of the q.uestion. The need for such cobperation among teachers
of yiforld history is obvious, if the subject is to fulfill its
greatest possibilities. These objectives are given here in the
hope that they will prove useful to other teachers and that they
may stimulate more widespread thinJcing and action upon the prob-
lem of aims for World history instruction.
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iii'jD iiliTilODo MiijilTIliGr CIVIC iiIMi:3
Need for Careful ^jelection of Materials for Civic Itirposes
l(/hen one has arrived at the conclusion that the civic
1
objectives of World history are of primary importance and has
subscribed to isnedden^s theory that only certain materials of
2
history possess civic value, the next step clearly becomes the
conscientious selection of those materials which can best achieve
the accepted civic aims. There are many "areas” of history
vhich can be so taught as to convey valuable civic lessons, but
It is not wise to include all of them in a one-year course in the
tenth-grade. The q.uestion then becomes : "Which of the possible
•areas* will most effectively aid in the realization of our civic
lims?" iifter this step in the process of selection is completed,
:
t will be found that, among the "areas" chosen, there ai^e some in
vhich the civic and personal-appreciation contents are so closely
,
ntermingled that care must be exercised to choose and emphasize
the civic content, lest it become eclipsed by the other, Greek
listory and the Henaissance period are excellent examples of this
intermingling. In presenting either period one may be tempted
to dwell almost exclusively on the artistic side, neglecting
>r minimizing the tremenduous lessons v/hich Athenian democracy
san teach, or forgetting the upheavals in political thinking
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must the "areas" of instruction he thoughtfully chosen, but the
content within these "areas" must be thoroughly sifted for its
civic potentialities.
To gather data for this part of the thesis teachers inter-
viewed were asked to name the periods Cor topics) and type of
content which they believe should be most emphasized in ni/orld
History to accomplish its civic purposes, Foxirteen interviewees
responded to this reg.uest with intelligent and most varied com-
ments, Seventeen answers to the q,uestionnaire also inadvertently
brought fuel to this fire through criticisms of textbooks sug-
gesting deletion of certain materials and more comprehensive
treatment of others. On certain points a high degree of unanimi-
ty exists among these answers; on other points there is a wide
divergence of opinion. Compromising and evaluating these dif-
ferences, a composite picture has been dravm of the materials
supposedly contributing most to the fulfillment of the civic
purposes of World History,
Any statistical tabulation of this data would be difficult
and of slight value because of the diversity in form and content
of the responses. Teachers interviewed were not asked to check
any list of topics or to rate any given items. They were simply
asked two direct (questions: (1) "To what periods or topics would
you devote the most time in order to meet the civic objectives
3f World History instrue t i on‘f " and (2) "Vl/hat type of materials
3
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be surmised tiiat tiie answers to ^hese (questions, li]ce the state-
ments on the q.uestionnaires, range over a broad field and do not
lend themselves to the constraints of tabulation. One teacher’s
statement may in part differ from, and in part overlap, another's
thus making reduction to statistical tables .without sacrifice of
vitality, well-nigh an impossibility.
Periods of History Warranting Most Attention
To organize an ideal course tne majority of teachers would
devote most time and energy to modern history, although they
would include Greek and Homan history, the origins of linglish
iemocracy and the beginnings of nationalism. "Modern history"
las different meanings for different teachers hov/ever. Although
Ibhey agree that it is most important, they do not agree as to
just how "modern" it should be. One went so far as to say that
lalf the course should be devoted to the years since 1900; an-
)ther would push this back to 1870; but many more would go back
;o 1492 or even to 1400. Primitive man, ancient civilizations
4
I ther than Greek or Homan, church history and the Middle ages
1 rould be omitted or telescoped into a short period of study.
':>pinions concerning the importance of the Henaissance and Heforma-
4
In answering the questionnaires seven teachers volunteered
the suggestion to omit primitve man, eight early civilizations,
four the Middle Ages and two church history. In the interviews
only one teacher indicated a desire to include early civiliza-
tions, one church history and two the iiiddle Ages, v/hile tv/o
were definitely opposed to inclusion of primitive man, four to
early civilizations, two to the Middle Ages and one to church
history. On the other hand five interviewees v/ished Breek and
Homan history to be given greater attention and others would
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tion ai‘e about evenly divided. In the period 1500 to 1914 the
Industrial devolution with its political, economic and social con-
seq.uences, the growth of English democracy, the French devolution'
and nationalism would receive consideration in the order men-
|
6
tioned. The World War and Treaty of Versailles, post-War trends
7
and recent social progress would round out the course.
Content of Greatest Civic Value
AS regards the civic values of political history there was
sharp division of opinion among the teachers interviewed, half
would turn the spotlight on this aspect of history more than on
3.ny other, tracing the development of political forms and com-
paring and contrasting the frameworh of different forms of govern-
aent. The other half would not by any means make political his-
tory so prominent and would avoid details and technicalities,
)ai‘ticularly those concerning political changes of the nineteen-
;h century. This division of opinion may result somewhat from
;he teachers' o\m personal interests and somev/hat from their
:ionception of what constitutes political history. If it means
j
5
Five wanted to include the Henaissance and four the Reforma-
tion, while as many others would omit them. The remainder were
neutral on this matter.
6
Other topics suggested by one or tv/o teachers only were:
growth of society, American Revolution, growth of empires, colo-i
nial struggles of European nations.
7
Fresent trends (especially in government) was suggested by
|
more teachers than any other single topic. Only one mentioned
1
world peace as a separate topic.
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details of constitutional change, innumerahle chaxts of divisions
and subdivisions within the governmental structure and opposing
pai’ty policies of the past, it should be discarded for its only
service will be to lull the pupils to sleep unless they can find 1
more entertaining activities of their o\m mailing. If, on the
j
other hand, it means an exploration to discover the underlying
j
principles of existing governments for the purpose of clarify-
|
ing pupils’ conceptions of our own government and of internation-
al policies and the development of an appreciation of the direct
and personal relationship between the government and the life
of each individual, the inclusion of political history is Q.uite
a different matter. Probably extremely few teachers would object
to this type of political history if they had the booics, facili-
ties, time and ingenuity to organize its study in such a manner.
This belief finds support in the number of teachers v/ho would
give more time to present (or post-WarJ governmental trends, but
vould omit very largely political history of the past. It seems
jafe to assume then that the content of our ideal course v/ill
.nclude political history minus its details and technicalities
rhich deaden pupil interest. The political history chosen will
e only that which has direct and easily comprehended meanings
: or the present.
The social and economic aspects of history will be given
8
thorough attention, as was indicated above this part of the
® Mine interviewees urged study of social aspects, seven economii
aspects, hight of the seventeen persons touching upon this prob-
lem in their answers to the q.uestioimaire especially stressed th(
importance of the social aspects of history.
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eourse would hinge pretty largely about the Industrial Kevolution
and the changes wnich it has brought and is still bringing to
men’s lives. iJconomic literacy and an understanding of social
structures and processes ynil be the criteria for choosing con-
tent here. The unsolved economic and social problems caused by
industrial changes would be presented as a challenge to the
citizens of tomorrow. The effects of recent technological
developments upon employment and individualism and the increasing
leed for cooperation v;ould be made prominent.
The pupils would become acg^uainted with the contributions
3f individuals to civilization, particularly those made by the
’heroes of peace”. These would be chosen to inspire the pupils’
idmiration and arouse their ambition to try to benefit humanity.
|
ill unimportant names which confuse the pupils v/ould be strictly
)mitted. The causes of war would receive considerably less atten-
9
;ion than the ’’heroes of peace”. All details of military his-
10
;ory would be discarded as worthless. Dates are held in almost
11
IS much contempt.
The contents of our course will be, therefore, those social,
economic and political facts and ideas v/hich clarify the present
and stimulate the individual to act to correct unsatisfactory con-
ditions and improve human welfare. Deadening technicalities, con-
9
Three would include this as against six v/ho would spotlight the
’’heroes of peace”.
10
hight were most vigorous in their opposition to military his-
tory. IIo one favored its inclusion.
11
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fusing names and dates, meaningless detail wiiich only clutters
up tile pupils' minds will de deleted.
Methods Which Best Meet Ciyic Alms
The periods or topics of 1/Vorld History and their content are
the thi-eads from which the course is v/oven; the effectiveness
of its pattern depends upon the methods and sMill of the weaver.
The four general methods of teacning history or modern problems
12
in the public schools are succinctly stated by Bruner:
"1, Teaching formal history, with little or no reference to
the fundamental aspects of modern social and economic prob-
lems,
2, Teaching the different periods of history but contrast-
ing or comparing the problems of each period with those of
today and giving ample time to the discussion of present-
day aspects of the various problems,
3, Teaching modern problems almost exclusively, little or
no attention being paid to historical bacMgro-und,
4, Teaching modern problems but tracing the historical
bacMground of the various aspects of each problem,"
These can, of course, be used separately or in combination. Of
these four methods, the second bears the best results in Bruner's
estimation. The first is ruled out on the ground that it does
not fulfill many of the civic aims for history teaching. It
leaves the pupil without any enlarged understanding of the pre-
sent or appreciation of his civic responsibilities. The third
ind fourth methods, because of their disregard of chronological
ievelopment, confuse the pupils and rob them of the values of
listorical perspective, also the temptation exists to center
__ -
Bruner, Some Su,s:^^estions for the Study of Modern Iroblems
,
pp, 45-46,
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these organizations around cirrrent prohlems v/hich may have only
transitory importaiice to the neglect of more essential matters* |
The teachers who answered the questionnaire and those inter-
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’iewed indicated v/hich of these methods they use in World History.
Jhe questionnaire showed the second method to be the most popular,
vith the first coming in a poor second. It is possible that fol-
Low-up interviews or visits to their classrooms mxght prove that
lany teachers who claim to use this method are really in actual
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practice using the first method. The frequent combination of
methods 1 and 4, which are so incompatible, would indicate
that
these answers are not absolutely valid. This supposition is al-
so substantiated by the results of the interviews which put the
first method decidedly in the lead. (Interviews, of course, give
opportunity for more minute Q,uestioning. ) Hegardless of this dif-
ference in answers, it is clear txiat chronological or^^anination
is still held in high favor among teachers. This may be, in partj
influenced by the fact that textbook airangement is not conducive
to the use of methods 2 and 4. Two teachers said they had tried
c ounter-chronological organization in the past but abandoned it
because of the confusion it caused the pupils, so as Bruner con-
tended, this is another reason for not utilizing these methods.
Table V
Methods of Teaching History Used by Teachers Interviewed
j
^ Humber
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One interviev/ee claimed to use all four methods, but no -one else
who was interviewed claimed a c nmh i nati nrv of methods.
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In the interviews teachers were asked what procedures or
teaching devices they have found useful in arousing pupil in-
terest in the civic .aspects of World history study. With one
13
notable exception which will be discussed at greater length
in the final chapter, this failed to reveal any radical innova-
tions or departures from the accepted techniques. This is not a
condemnation of customary procedures, but purely a statement of
fact. Two interviewees depend for stimulation upon the general
plan of organization of materials; one on the unit method and
the other upon the laboratory problem plan. The other inter-
?-iewees mentioned only classroom procedures or devices for motiva-
bion. Informal discusssion, ai'gments and debates were mentioned
3y eight teachers; individual projects by seven; discussion of
}Ui*rent events, comparison with present, map study ana reports by
three; socialized recitation and cui*rent materials for bulletin
joards by two; problems to solve, group projects and comparison
vith other subjects by one each. It will be noted that most of
these devices require no group activity or cooperation, but are
individualistic. Most of the projects observed had no civic
ralue, but rather personal-appreciation value (if any at all).
Modelling in soap and clay, constructing model battering rams
a,nd guillotines, copying stained glass windows and making scrap-
jooks about Kenaissance ai’tists have no visible civic value. Cer
tain notebook work and the drawing of cartoons may have some de-
ll
Gamaliel Bradford High School in iiVellesley
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gree of civic worth comparable with the amount of time spent upoii
them.
The majority of iVorlcL History teachers evidently still or-
ganize the materials of instruction on a chronological basis, bul
one is tempted to suspect that the amount of time devoted to
comparison and contrast with present problems is rather meager
and this suspicion is strengthened by the findings reported in
the next chapter. Although there is some use of the laboratory
14
method and supervised study, informal classroom discussion is
depended upon q,uite lai^gely to arouse interest. The devices for
motivation are chiefly individualistic and not codperative under-
takings, Vy'orld History, in spite of its peculiar civic aims, is
taught very much as are other subjects.
14
One interviewee and tv/o answers to the q_uestionnaire indicated




i^UiXxil) lil^I'OxtY 11^ luAoo^GHUBxi'ITB xiIG-H. BCHOOlni
Present Btatns of Com‘se in Massachusetts Hi,s:h Schools
Turning now from the ideal to the actual, a picture will he
presented of yVorld History as it is taught in Massachusetts
schools. Before this is done, it v;ill he well to give certain
cogent facts relative to the status of World History in the cur-
jioula of the high schools of the state and to explain the
method
5f compiling information for this chapter,
again the y.uestion-
laires and interviews were used to gather
data and, in this e ,
the interviews were hy far the more
satisfactory source. On the
anestionnaire was given a long list of
topics with numerous suh-
deadings. These were arranged
largely in chronological order
and
attempted to include every "area"
of history which might con-
.aivahly he considered part of






do not emphasize. Forty-nine teachers answered this g.uestion,
hut five did not. or could not, because of radical
variations
in plan of organizing materials from the
chronological system
given. The form of this auestlon did
not allow for much origi-
nality in answers and the interviewees
were not held to any such
precise list. Through the interviews
teachers were ashed the
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devote to .ne larg p
in rtorld History and to tell just what Information and
ideas
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of each period or topic they most emphasize in their teaching.
Due to differences in schedules of classes among schools, it v/as
not possible to compare the exact amount of class time devoted tO||
the study of each topic in the different schools; so, for purpose^
of comparison, the figures were converted into percents as shov/n
in the tables below. The answers regarding the information and
ideas most stressed v/ere exceedingly vai'ied, but, on the vifhole,
they fall into general patterns which appear in our composite
picture of World History as actually taught.
In the year 1928-29 World History v/as offered in one-hun-
dred twelve of the two-hundred fifty-seven Massachusetts high
1
schools. It is offered as fre<iuently by the large schools as by
the small, in fact the freq.uency of its occurrence is very evenly
iistributed among the various classifications of senior high
2
schools. It is most often offered in the tenth grade and is
isually an elective subject, although seven reporting schools
'C(iuire all pupils to take it and in ten schools it is a req.uired
ubject in certain curricula (general, civic, social arts, etc,),
fn three schools it is a req.uisite in all non-college prepai*atory
urricula. On the whole it is presented to the less able and less
nterested pupils. One-third of the teachers interviewed describe
t as a ''dumping ground” for the low-intelligence groups and otherj^
indicated that it is usually offered for the less able pupils, al-
Figures are not available for 1929-40
2
28 schools reported offering course in 10th grade only, nine
offer it for the tenth and other grades.
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though in some schools brilliant ones choose it as an extra sub-
ject or becuase of a previously aroused interest in history. In
replying to certain q,uestions on the questionnaire many other
teachers implied that their classes consist rather largely of
pupils of lower intelligences. These facts should be constantly
borne in mind v;hen selecting and organizing materials for a coursd
in World History, imother important element to be remembered is
the tools which are available for the pupils’ use. Pifty-nine
percent of the schools reported the use of only one textbooic,
vhile the remaining schools listed several texts in regular use
3r available for reference work. In only three of the schools
'/here interviews were conducted are there libraries with good
listorical materials. Two of these also ai'e wdl supplied with
jurrent magazines and newspapers.
In s-umming up the status of World History in Massachusetts,
ue find that it is offered in less than half the senior high
i chools, the majority of which pi*ovide very limited resources for
he study of history. It is customarily offered in the tenth-
grade, but may be elected by upperclassmen
,j making class groups
(if varying degrees of maturity. These classes are also mostly
jiopulated by the mentally slower and less studious pupils, although
outstanding ability is represented often enough to deserve serious
ittention upon the part of the teacher. All these facts should bd
ionstantly kept in mind while reading the ensuing paragraphs, for
;hey, v/ith the outline for an ideal course given in the previous
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course as it is actually taught
Time Devoted to Various Periods or Topics of Study
The reader will recall that the majority of teachers belie-v-
ed that most time and emphasis siould be placed upon modern his-
tory, prefaced by accounts of Greek and homan civilizations, the
origins of hnglish democracy and the beginnings of nationalism.
It seems rather astonishing, therefore , to find that, on the
average, only slightly more than half ibl ,lio) of the class time
is actually spent on the years since 1500. This may not be as |
startling in itself as the fact that onl^' 9,3 percent of the time|
is spent upon the World Today (since 19£0) and exactly the same
|
amount of time is given to the study of ancient Greece, Latin
iimerica and the Far East (in the 20th century) receive only ,2
Table VI
Proportion of Time Spent Upon the Three Main leriods of
World History
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Roman civilization and the kiddle Ages receive 8.9 and 9.4 per-
cent respectively. The Industrial Revolution j which in the ideal
course would be the most important topic of study in the period
Table VII




Average 1 Lov/ . High














4. Middle Ai^es , 9.4 ] 0 . 19.2




6. Grov/th of Rationalism and Autocracy
,



















9. French Revolution and Rapoleonic Era
, 6.6 1 2.6 16.1





11. Imperialism in the 19th century 4.8
1
0
12. Increasing International Activity
,
in the 19th Centur.v
1
1 . 1.3 '12.4
13. The World War 4.6
.1 . 0 1 12.4




15. Latin America and the Far East .2 0 , 2.6
1500 to 1900, is actually presented in 5.6 percent of the time.
In some schools so much time is given to the study of Ancient
Times and the Middle Ages that practically no time is left for
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, extreme examples of this
3.re tv/o cases in which no time at all or only two v/eehs were left
for the years since the French Revolution. At the otxier extreme
Ls the instance in which no time is devoted to Ancient Times;
incidental notice given to the Middle Ages, Renaissance and Refor-
nation and 93.4 percent of the class time spent upon Modern Times
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In this school, the World Today is approximately one fourth of
the year*s work. Table VII gives in percent the average amount
of time devoted to the general topics or periods and also the
smallest and largest proportions of time given to these periods.
APuarent Teacher Ihiphasis
The actual amount of time spent upon a particular "area"
of history is not so important in itself as the information or
ideas vmich are stressed dxiring its presentation and study# Henc 5
every te archer interviewed was asl;ed to state the facts and ideas
which he tries particularly to "get across" through the study of
each of the periods or topics given in Table VII. IJot all teach-
ers interviewed were able to do this for all the topics, but,
nevertheless, a representative sampling has been obtained. In
the following outline are listed again the general periods or
topics of World History with the points emphasized by the various
teachers given as subheadings, after each point is indicated in
parentheses the number of times it was mentioned#
ancient h^vpt and the Eear liast
1. Cultural and economic contributions to civilization
( 8 )
i 2# Reasons for rise of civilization in this region (2)
I 2# iJature and methodology of history (1)
4.
living conditions (l7
Civilization of ancient Greece
T~, Athenian democracy (9
)
2# Sculpture, architecture and painting (9)
2. literature and drama (7)
4. Philosophy (6)
5. Geography of the Mediterranean area (2)
6. athletics (2)
7. Science (1)
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!• Roman law and government (8) I
2,
Reasons for the fall of the Rmpire (5)
j
S, Expansion of the Republic (2}
4,
Causes of the downfall of the Republic (2)
b. Comparison of conditions in ancient Rome with
modern conditions (2)
6* -architecture (2)
7. Comparison of struggle between Rome and Carthage
with present war (l7
8. Geographical factors influencing Roman history (1)
9 . rax Romana ( 1
)
iiiddle A>v:es 1
1, Church history (8) |
2. Feudalism (7) i
2. Mode of life (2)
4, Lack of personal freedom (2)
|




7* Crusades as an intellectual stimulus (1)
{
II
Renaissu-L-Lcc and Reformation ii
ri raintings (6) ^ !
2. Science and development of scientific ;)thinking (4)
j
2. Geographical knowledge and exploration (2)
j
4. Contributions of outstanding individuals (2)
jb. Need for religious toleration (2)
I
6. Growth of printing (1) |
7. Literature (1)
|
8# ^fects upon democracy tl) i
9. Revival of learning (1)
|
Grov/th of National States and Autocracy in the 16th and
17th Centuries
1. Development of English democracy (4)
2. Downfall of feudalism (1)
3. Growth of important nations (1)
4. -absolutism of Louis kIV (1)
b. Forces leading to piesent situation (1)
Struggle for Colonies and Colonial Su-premacy
l7 jBuiiding the British Empire (4)
2, The American Revolution (2)
3, Motives for colonization (l) |
4, Relation to nationalism (1)
j
b. Imperialism - causes, results and evils (1)
6. Mercantilism (1) !
Industrial Revolution and Eocial Reform
|
1, Resulting social changes and problems
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2. iiffect on politics (1)
4. L'ffect on development of o;vn community (l)
5. literal ideas of philosophers and economists (1)
6. "Laissez-faire” vs. mercantilism (1)
7. Beginnings of socialism and collectivism (1)
French hevolntion and Napoleonic Era
Tl Causes of the French Devolution (5)
2. Constitutional changes 1789 to 1799 (2)
j
2. hapoleon's attempts to unify Europe (2)
j
4, Ideals of revolutionists (2; i
5. Congress of Vienna (1)
|
6'* Causes of Napoleon’s failure (1)
|
7. Comparison of Napoleon with modern dictators (1)
|
8. Conservative democracy vs. proletai'ian rule (1)
i
Btru^^rcles for National Stren/?th and Lemocracy in the 19th i
Century
;
1. oocial and political reform in England (2)
2. Unification of Italy and Germany 12)
;
2. Futility of rampant nationalism (2) ^
4. Lesiratility of democracy (1)
5. Growth of democratic ideas and practices (1) I
6. Napoleon 111 and Second French Empire (1)
j
Growth of Empires in the 19th Century ‘ i
1. Means and methods of empire -"building (2) ;
2. Colonial empires of today with map v;orE (2) i
2. Reasons for acq.uisition of empires (1)
jj
4. Advantages and disadvantages of expansion (1) |i
Increasing International iictivity of the 19th Century
,
1. Possibility of peaceful methods of settling dis-
putes (2)
2. Nationalism as an obstacle to internationalism (1)





2. Injustices of the Treaty of Versailles and their
relation to the present war (2)
4. Impossibility of an ideal peace (l)
The 'World Today
1. Modern ai*t and music (2)
2. Scientific progress (2)
2. Representative modern governments (Great Britain,
France, United States, Switzerland, Italy, Germany,
—=—- -and -
R
ussia (2-) — -
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4. Hew ideas of life (1)
|
5* Comparison of life in ofreign countries with life
I
in the United States (1)
|
6‘* Attitude of the United States towards hiiropean 1
I;
troubles (1) I
|! 7. Reasons for failure of disarmament (1) I
II
8, Idea that some countries are not ready for democ-
I
racy ( 1 )
I
latin America and the Far East
I
!• Emergence of modern China and her troubles (1)
j
j
Upon reading this outline certain divergences from the idea:
course are immediately apparent;. Also apparent are the great
/emphasis upon the personal-appreciation values of ancient his-
itory and of the Renaissance (the Reformation receives little
attention, by the way); the amount of "deadwood" which is includ4
ed in the study of the Middle Ages, Growth of National States andjj
i
Autocracy, Struggles for Colonial Supremacy, Industrial Revolu-
|
il
ijtion and Social Reform and the French Revolution and Napoleonic
,
'Era; and the general avoidance of post-Vtfar trends in government '
and reasons for the failure to establish a lasting peace. /
||
In viev^ of the decision that the ideal course would avoid
all deadening technicalities and its contents be those social,
j|economic and political facts and ideas which clarify the present
jiand stimulate intelligent and cooperative social action, some
|
Ijof the sub-topics suggested stick out like sore thumbs. The civi|j
pLessons (or even personal-appreciation values, for that matter) i
bf medieval church history, feudalism, scholasticism, ideas of
Eighteenth centiiry philosophers and economists, French constitu-
i!




'to afidLi .v.oil ,i'
oliX li^Xv; aei'i^mroo isr^i^'i’Xo ai s"XI lo
(X) XedXistJ at
xu'.e^iO'HTA aL*i#.woJ- E9d‘^cr<i i)OuXxx'i to *ij
sX)
iiy J-aoHiim'XjaaiJb to -iol aaoa.o3il
-OOCiOJb 'lot tQ£i O'la SOiatofOO 01..O2 Xi jXl ,8
UJ aeXdifO'iJ- -i^d dan i^isXxiJS" a^sXc^“ to ,X
-aiil ^-aoXoisa to Reiri^v xiOidi^,i:oo'xc£(Xja“XiiriOG'£f3<i odd aoinj eieo*it,x^9'|
oXddiX c,tYl9oo*x iioXdumaoteii oii-t) ^oiiRfcQlfiuoH oxid to Xfi3 "./lod:’
-
.o'XoiiX p.i iioXdYX ‘*J&oov/Xii to crm;oauG onX ; 'o;/3vx o/id \^d ,n:oXvfXiGj‘Jis
Xccii esdadci ixjnoidisil to' d^wotcD j oVi;. a &Xi>Jbti<t sxid lo 9iid‘ at Jbo
i)ioYxs XXi/ow QB'taov L^iotil ods Hirid uoXcioo^ viid to walT aX J
i ”i
,...uXoos Qsorit 9 d c. ii^.eoixoo a^i. iJfOB saiuiX.'^oXaxioOvf x^rxXxiaJ^oi) IXi;'
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||
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1
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I oXxiooIo^jsTX boM iiot&sjlavvd dom’-iZ odt baa a'lo'ioA XufcocL baa aoit'
li ,'
;^X£9iitnoYo:., at aXiio'si 'iX/i-xaosj. to oox.tiijtovB laioviev, Gxio*
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and Second Prench ]itopire and the pre-yVar systems of alliances
and reasons for their formation seem rather remote for tenth-
grade yoxingsters to grasp and apply to current problems. The
i| course v/ould gain if these were discarded as ”deadv/ood" , and
I
so much detail, meaningless to the pupils, thereby removed. The
! jameriean devolution and the attitude v/hich the United States
should adopt towards European difficulties, while not "deadwood"j
'I
would seem to belong more properly in the course in United State
jj
history. Certainly the average high school boy or girl fights
lithe American Revolution enough times before graduation without
1
dragging it into a course in World history. Undoubtedlj'- exper-
jjienced teachers could set forth strong arguments for the elimina-4
tion of other sub-topics, but those mentioned above seem to be
|
the most indisputably excess baggage.
i
Having disposed of certain contents of this outline as "deadf
Wood" or ill-chosen for this course, the next matter for considerjf
:j
I'
Ration is the large amount of material included largely for its
i| I
'personal-appreciation values. Since World History should be
'll
|t aught primarily for its civic worth, such material must be ban-
ished or soft-pedalled. With the exception of Athenian democracy
iRoman law and government, causes of the downfall of the Roman
|iepublic and empire and comparison of conditions in ancient Rome
With modern conditions, information and ideas of distinctly
ersonal value are decidedly in the foreground in the study of
!1imcient Times and kiddle Ages. A fev/ other items of possible
livic value are mentioned, but so infrequently as to toe very ef-
II
10 aaio^ra-^ti i-»riu diXB xlortd'^ i)iioodS iJiia ,'
Ij aol 3^oni9'x T--ifi^£i*i ta90':i rpli^ijirncol lo't anoai39'j: ma"
, ascoXiioiq. oX Xixa (£aj3TT;,
||
i SB :>U8W ©asiit It nt3'^ i>Ijjow je-uj-qo
" 8i\X ,L'8*ro£jb'x \;ao'i8xivf' eilJ- oj aa8X:-^ii:iEdLi rfoifia oa,
pe^iJiU oiiu noX^v; ^XjjvI^XXjb nottislo'^or^ rwox'iofux^
|
< ’'XoowXMvaij'* ioi-i oliriw
,
«9id-Xr/oi:llli) iiBSiioiiAi sX'ixiWoX Xli/oxia i]
Esd-ayu LaXinU XXX es-ixTOO sxvX ui 8iom ^xioXscf ot insaa ixCxfOv.
,1 Ed-xi^'i- v:oG loorioa xi'^Xii Mt vXiiiad-i&J .v-xo^eXii;,
X d’acfl.rXv/ aox^J•BiJXBT'^ •a'lo^acf E-axaXd- xirjx/ans xxoi^i/Iovs/l iXiiyia^isA oxld-
fi
-' I3q;x9 ^iXbetcfiJoXiiU i)X‘XoV» nX ^E'uroo s od-Jii ix ^ni^'^jLi'ii)!;
-Baiallo oxid- loX eJ'rxduxjj'^'ix: orxo'ida xlcT^xol Xea XjXxfoo a'xt).iae8t Jb&onot^-
Qcf ot cioaa 9Yocf^' Jbdxioid’ixsm oaoxld' Xu'd' , aoi^xo j'-dxra laxid'o 1:o noXxl'
SC90XO xXdBd’i/'-i,a iBxil tEum 9Xi»f
-i>B 9X}‘- BJ3 exx-tltijo aXiicr to ad'f.aJ-^xo..) xxxBd-iao lo x^8aoq.aJL^ 'jxtxv,ali |
^LoLtL^ioQ •xot tsutBc d*:-:0£i arid < .u^xijoo aXdd- xot xxasorio-XXX 'xo "ijoov/;




9d BXir^xia ^-xod-aXu ijXaoV.' ^osxlL ^aoxrXBV noXvr^XoauaxB-XxjrioaT. ••j
t*
-
.xxicf ad jaxrax X^XiadBa doixa ^xid-xow oivio ad-i 'xot ^Xi'XfttiU'xg; d-xlbr/B:^’
u'4 tj£i'iooaiOo itB XxiSiid’X. to rxoittiooxa oxit xiulw » 5s.iXBOoq.-x*'’03 “XO .&anex,
iXBCioK -^.Id- to lXBtfrr7or> exl:r to aaar/jao ^tnoiXi^xovoo xBxa waX xx^Maoilt
’ odO'ri i’catoxiij nl aao xtXfirioo to xxosixagtxaoo X»axs aiXuiiid. iinii oxXdiJcioii
Y,Xd’o:iXd-aiX) to aasJ&J; ^ica xcoxtBxii'iotxij; « axtoid- iocoo maixoci rldXw
I,
to 'v^xrte oiit jxt i3£axo'X2,o*iot axiJ ni \.Lb9x>X08£i oxu ar;X£V Xaaoe'iOvi
dXdXac'jvi to EicavX a'yiito wot .aov.i.. oli)ot>v. X)B« aenitt xxxaXoiiA
*ii
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feetively eclipsed. V/hen one rememlDers that nearly one half of
the course is ordinarily devoted to iincient and Medieval Times,
the preponderant emphasis npon personal-appreciation contents
takes on its real significance. If personal-appreciation aims
take precedence in the first half of the course and the second
half is partially cluttered up with "deadwood" , much of the
force of the drive towards civic objectives must be dissipated
or entirely lost.
The failure of the course to finish v/ith vigorous emphasis
upon civic content also hinders the accomplishment of its civic I
aims. In the ideal course post-V/ar trends, especially in govern-^
ment, and recent social progress v/ould be the final notes upon i
which the general theme v/ould be finished. ii.ctually ,hov/ever
,
little time is left for the World Today and in its study modern ,
jscientifie progress, art and music share first place with modern !l
governments, ho mention is made of post-war attempts to establish





trade barriers and definite backgrounds of the present conflict, i
jir'erhaps it is felt that the present is too much with us to be 1
ii I
;plearly seen and taught, but if the study of history cannot shed
|
ijsome light upon the chaos one of the values claimed for it must
|
ijbe cancelled. One is tempted to suspect that the reasons for
|
ii 1^
Avoiding the present are more practical and less theoretical. ji
’^(iUipment for the study of recent affairs is expensive in money
|
;i
and in teachers ' energy. The teacher who selects current materiaijs
wisely must read among them and weigh their value soundly. Some
'to 'iJJir: a'locfrntjae'x dcxo iifcdk< .Oaaqlloa \:lnv£i' nj't ,
'
,30iaX'i'' £r.vai:i}‘?j>l okb s^aaioxiui oj- i)b*j*ovoi. \;Xi'XjtiniJ3 'if ei aa-i-'/ou axij
aixioJ-xroo jioi jflXow'iqqx^-* i^-OSTiaq; ao^L*- sla^jn^me ^rwccoiiccoqa'i^i nxi%^
xxoX^f/iioj'iqqiJ-X/'.iioaiaq , ©oftBoi'iXrtaXs X^ot e^X iic ,
' ^H003u fiAX IiiLB 93XJJOD &dJ- XO 'XlOfl CTEIXX Orft 3:X 90ItWjL;e09'IC.I G:iUiX;j
sriJ *to fioij-m
,
”jjoo.vi»s9i)’' rid-xv; q^ Xo'xaXXxrXo ^Xixsia%b^ ai 'iXa^;
,





V aifO'xo'^XY liX-cw riaxnx'l ov oaoi/co vjxiX 'Xo o-xirlXoil 9xlT
oxvio ad-x °:o j'ri90ixioxl*iinoooa erli S'xofixtxii oaXa ta^dnoo 3xvxo
-£ix9VJ^ XIX vCXaioo'^ua ^sXutJ'xt 'XEiV-’-j'aOi ss'ixxco XxjeXX 'iniJ' nX . .a;uxa'
, xioixx aadcxi X^XiX’i exld ad jjSjsqv -dQvX^o'L^ Xsxooa Xxxaoai I>xii2 .driaia
t'lavawoxlt . railcx-iiX ad .oXxjrow ameiid Xxi'isiiae’ odd XiOXivv/X
ii'iddoifi Y^xxda ad X. XXX Xixs vi.doT X>laoi< oxid *xo 3; d’l./X aX otiiXv &Xo dxX,
xrxa/xow ddXw soxiXci Xb'iXX oq;xjila oXcxxai Xxxix :£'l& , iCo'XijO'iq oilxXfioxoa'
fiaXXdiidao od '^ujv/-Xgou “io sXfjiH aX noxdjctafii oil , &d£i9i«ixi'xavo^'‘
j.bXY/-jXiov.' jSad-jxix^^Xii. IxixiGXdXiXi'XoJ-jxX ^i-xXXddoa “io aXoiIdoa . Xxx^3T>wfjq
.doXiliioo . d '.iaasiii orid -o, aXajox^xo.id odxxxiXaij miB oX^jidi
I
ad od 3ix fidXw xli)0m ooj eX dii9U9*i^ axix diiud dial aX di E'Tx^.d'ia -k>
Jbsria doixiiiio ‘,;;*iodaxii lo \i)x-rde arid li dxfd’ ^djigi/iid DiUj .\oaa ’;X*u eX3;
da>j(U dX lipl Xidtnij^Xo aox'X^T oxlg lo axxo BOx5-io otld rto<xxx dxI;^jXl oiuo^.
*xol axxoaxiO'L arid dx5xid dofjqeixa od dodtj.ui9d aX axiO doXXaoxxeo od’,
I
, iold’j'xoond aa^X i?xi^ XadXdoxiik.x o'xoxa s'Xxi dxxoas’iq arid ^fiXXXo/^|
y;oxTv..;i nt arxuxioixo ax a-iXiillir drsooe'X lo slid ‘xol daaoiqxi/jjX^




diEoc ,YXiXXXJOci axxI.:T ixafid xi'-xav/ xjiia lioiid •^xxoY.a .j.iO'i daxj’xa vXasXvt
r :
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teachers do not have time to do this, others do not care to take
the time and still others lack thorough and scholarly training
in the subject matter which would enable them to recognize con-
I
‘temporary trends and to know hov/ to choose current materials. In
other words some teachers have not had a sufficiently sound aca-




The g.uestionnaire made no effort to obtain such precise data!
'p?egai'ding class time spent upon different "areas'^ of World His- |
Itory. Such a q.uestion req.uires an expenditure of time and energyl
jto ansv/er that it would have discouraged most teachers from try-
jing to fill in the q_uestionnaire in the first place. It proved
i'difficult enough to secure this information through the inter-
iviews where more persuasion and persistence could be brought to
'i
j|
3 ear on the victim. By checking an extensive list of items on
^he q.uestionnaire
,
hov/ever, the teachers could indicate those
acts and ideas v/hich they include and those which they particu-
larly emphasize. In most instances these agree with and substan-
•|iate the data gained from the personal interviews.
II
According to the ansv/ers to the ^questionnaire the greatest
tress is laid upon these items;
1. Athenian democracy
2. (ireek culture (art, drama, literature and philosophy)
1 3. Fall of the (ireek city-states
i
4. Roman culture





8. French Revolution and Hapoleonic Era
9. Industrial Revolution
I
' q;^ J-ox: oib , aider ox> oi errad icii oh o’iov^oi.oi ^
i»xui -tox-;. a'l-iu^o liita ijrLa 9£:ii -xXii
•'I’.xxi^ooa'x oi inSfii f>Xu.e*ts j>1low sioirt-f io»r,dX'’L ouv
[t.l c-ouiiu oa- v;oxi woidI oi X»ru* al)£ivn:i i’l^jioaniy t j|
iiixixoe. <,itoioiTlx;ci x; bod tforc avail gioiioasei outu^j eJriow 'xo-./c
'




ouioe'Ki lioxrs uifiido oi i‘xo’i‘19 Oft a'iianaoiiaoiXG
ef/i
*'
-siH i)J‘-'ToVi' T:o "eao'us” inatallli) nocj.xr irtoiiS aiiui sax^Io ;-iix5.-6SO‘£
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ao aoaiX 1o J-aii eviaxiateo !x3 jiniSvedo .otXaiT
aiit no xaad
t. aaoxiJ ajaoiixxix oXxxoj axsxiOxxaX erij
.tsvswod .olxanaot^asKii adJ
-30iJX3(i vi'orfX .rXxiav; aaoiiX &X3 ol)o-oai „siiv+
tiolai aaaixi Said edoat
li -asJatfaa to xlxiw aa-i^xx oaailX aaonaJaxil Xaow aL
,9Ei83£l2m9 xX-wI
I'
, aw, .tVisJxii Xxcoar.Oi axi* isioxt Bsxxf.aa
sXai) ariX 9Jat;h
' toaJBaxs, odi 9Xi.Oixi£oXje6aa a.lt oJ- a'.tav,i.,xxj to oX anitooai
' raoioii oasuti jxoc^ix ht^h ei eso'iis
'*>;OB100.jI9iJ XX&iiiSdii-- *i 'j
i . aiOf.(xlx-x., to 9'xxxJaioXii ..-swiX) .113) ’? I
^ cDd£is-*{:xio x^o-jL oui to lu.-'l v
©'lifilt/o xifiiaoh .*1
r^iit£iiai*xfiO lu boi,T,qQ said .3
'' ©0i££88X3£t9j^ « <J 7
xsoiieti'xoloi'. ,;








10. Causes of the World War
11. World War and Treaty of Versailles
12. rost-War trends in government ^
i
The form of the question did not allow for any exact statements





topics but undoubtedly they follow the same general patterns out|
1
lined by the teachers interviewed. It is interesting to note
j
that certain topics apparently receive more attention from these'
,
teachers than from the interviewees. The fall of Greek city-
li states and the rise and spread of Christianity were not mention-
p
lied the interviewees, while the heformation, Industrial Kevolu-W
il





jl From these answers it is also found v/hat items are empha- ;
1; sized the least. These are; I
!|
I
1. Introductory library lesson i
1 2. Primitive man I
jl 3, Aegean civilization j
1 4. ^cient Far East
j
5. Ancient West
6. Eastern Roman Empire
1 7. Revolt in the Netherlands
8. American Revolution
1 9. Reaction vs. reform in the 19th century
I
10. Reform in the United Eingdom in the 19th century
11. Small countries of Europe in the 19th century Ij





14. Fine ai'ts in the 20th century
;j
4 ]j
The number of times each item v/as checked (out of a possible 96)
Is given on the copy of the questionnaire in the appendix. i
1 5
I
This represents a different opinion from the ansv/ers given by
|he interviewees who rank this item and progress in applied seien<
:.n importance with post-War governments.
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Very fev/ teachers crossed out many items as "deadwood", only a
small proportion of items on any paper was not checked at least
once. Those most often deleted are, in the order of the fre-
q^nency of their deletion;
1. Latin America
2. Small countries of Lurope
3. Fine arts in the 20th century
4. Ancient Far Last
5. Ancient Vifest
6. Imperialism in the Last
7. Introductory library lesson
8. The hew Orient
9. Progress in applied science in the 20th century
10. Reaction vs. reform in the 19th century
11. G-rowth of co8peration among nations
12. Revolt in the hetherlands
y
|j
This list pretty much duplicates the preceding one and, with cer-r
litain exceptions, it is easy to see why teachers omit these items,
i|Fine arts and progress in applied science in the tv/entieth cen- i,
I’
'
1‘tury have unmistakable personal-appreciation values but belong i
tjmore appropriately in the art and science courses. The poor shovjj-
jjing made by the introductory library lesson, although disappoint^!
ling, is in line with the low rating given "learning the techni- ij
jq^ues of finding information” among the civic aims for World His-
tory, The ancient Far Last and West and revolt in the Hetnerland^
are definitely"deadwood" for high school youngsters and one only
^wonders that not more items were assigned to this category, Cer-
ffcainly the Homeric Age and development of Greek city-states.
i|
Alexander and the spread of Hellenic culture, the Lastern Roman
|kmpire, the rise and spread of Mohammedanism, the church in the
Kiddie Ages and reapportioning the continent of Lurope at the Con^
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fUOl' o;!o ..'.i aoixoios AsiluvTA i£i aL.ax,o-xi ,
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'j
I
-AD9 ,Xaa 3n:' ^itxJc'iooTi arii- uocl'.^o liaxci vfaxi
^
i
,aiasJ-i oc.dA3“ fell9i.ox,o^^• v^vr aoa o« \;aA9 ex oX , anoiXv^aDxo aiaoI
~A3o ud-aXtowX ori^ Ai ooaaXoa lu a£S’X;40Aq: J^ab a:l-'x*j eAx'^,’
3A0x3U ;^A'i 39AXBV xxoXXJ8Xoax'7iii'*XaAoa-x9'x aidBjuii’-c.xfiii'ix; dYAri 'Tti/x
-woiie. 'iooi-x od?: ^aesAiioo erjAaxoxi £>ixr.j Xxti odo a! \7CaXiii;’£;xoisj.JB 9‘xoui;'
‘-;}'Aiooq;x;aXX dc5xro:;(fIs^ .no&a&i v/ttJ iuXl x‘^o Xoisjj or. X£ti t>A«t io o.&ba
'.i.Axi5:>eX arid nori^ ^Ujb-x wol -eiiX ddiv oull ai ax
-ai^i SJ-Aow xo'i smxB- oi/xo oiid '^Oizjs ”ao iJ ba-xoItlX actidAix 'xo
;3X>rtsX’iox;daVi oilJ xix dlovs'i dixa dao^^ Jjaa xuiU "iB'a dxtaxOAA axil’ -^viodji
I'
V.-XAO OAO Liu, Q‘^oit,^luso\ loodou d'^iCi rot '^Looyiji^sX>‘'X-^oXi.fiXti)L s-x^l
~'idO 4 '/;Y.05j,a j/iO aini dd dari^iaaB oxavr exiodi 9'xoiii ion dxiuj n*iOAAcw
'i
i
»aodAtc-»'i(.dif) hbi^'xD to dxx&a<xdIovai) dixo jiioflioK odd
*iOuio^". AAwdaai odd ,oxx'i-.Cxja oXdoIIoii 10 iwo'xcj.a oi^d jjixfi asAxiexoLiv
'' Add Aj. lioAUiiu oilc- ,arxxxj:ii^>iimiX'XtoXi to bm OQlr eax ,9*iX'xXi|<
•AoO odd dB to dxioirxdxioo edd ^Ajtiiold'xoiia.roi 6dB feot>>.
d«d^V-.^£idX toA-td .aXWiX ^
ylisnffVioU
^
©oitsiOubB '^0 lonfb3 V ’«1
sonal-appreelation - than Latin America.,, imperialism in the Easi^,
grov/th of coSperation among nations and the new Orient. If the
latter group is to be discarded, surely the former should be al- |
so. Even then the course will include too many facts and ideas
jlto be assimilated for civic use in one year by tenth-grade pupilsi
il
World history as actually taught in the schools of Massachu*^;
‘I ;l
setts does not measure up to our ideal. Too much time is expend-i
1 1
led upon Ancient and Medieval Times and too little on Modern Timesi^
i!
especially upon the recent past. The first part of the course
j
jis devoted extensively to those facts and ideas which have high
|
ipersonal-appreciation values, but are lacking in direct and imme-
l^iately applicable civic worth. Throughout the course, and espe-i
cially in the second half, is scattered a great deal of "deadv^ood^'




governmental trends and recent social progress are not made as
I
ignifleant as their importance warrants. Above all else the
,
bourse includes far more material than can be absorbed and under- i
stood by the boys and girls of the age and intelligence usually
iound in World History classes. Even if all this material had
!
direct, specific and immediately meaningful values, there would
not be time to present it to these pupils or for them to make
li
•jihe thorough and intelligible applications to present problems
ij(hich are necessary for a fulfillment of the civic objectives of
•jihe course.
,d r:£iv5. al luaiLai'iWv* :i ,» jLoi'iQii'j. jn.tdT.u. jtiad^ - rcoiji5i.oo’HT.'./i-Xsnoe
Oil.' ‘:U Y/vu t)ii^ ijrtB €utojt;J’i3i'S i^aojsui lo riJwo'i^i
biioXii aXo-iij: \^ujsn ooa- sjdjjXocj. XIi:v; yanroo oiiX narij nsva. ,o
^ujuXqL'i oxw'X-^-'JXiiOv 9£io riX oc;/ oXvio 'lol jje^iSliu.XasiJ sc
-juxloB3r,^X lo aXooiioa oxU at v*iotsii* XiX’iow
^
^GOfE-fX :rioI'oii no ,>Xct-^.tX oot .b£W aealT i^YoxXoiX fins i-XiOxonA no<i3^ uo
oG’njLO OjfiX "1.0 d"jaK Xatcij: sdT ,./3£nl jixooe*x noon x-^XbXoociso
xl;:i£r{ oTni* iiol\'iv c:ae.bx XLB^ay-Oiil tiaorla od '^I^vian-a.ixb XoXcvoi) ai.
t>ns ,?‘.tinxfoo 0**0 ui/orf;^.*j’0'3L£lT .ddY.ow oXvio ^XoaoxXc/^'iii ^Iocfx;xx\
’^Xooiv'Xao;.^'' ^,0 Xfioi) X.-.iy*x3 n ^oi9:rj-BO« ax ,Xf.B£l Xaooes orfj- xit v^XJUilo
^<.i.->*i
-;i i. 'v' , txt&i'xioo ox?io axi^ uaoridYi^oo'XAG t>xU a&ji^ltXv lioXrivf
aB s/jx,ij -ton o'Xfc} aaG'TSO'X'x liii 00 a j-xiooa'.x X/xii si>r*o x.t Iej*A'H‘Ji'i'Xt7V05
Ij axi.d' osXo IX-f3 iSYodA » Bi'Xia'T'xesY eonBvJ“ioq,mi *xioni) as
-'caXxnj liitri JvuQ'ioadxj od rjao rixixi^ Xfii'xotJ'BXi' 9‘iOiH 'xxiX a9X.*jXoiii oa-u.'od
BBXl Xiii'X'dJBffl &ixi;i Xjls ti xtava ,aaaLsI.o \.*xojsiH dX*xcW xxi Xm/ct
-Oi'iiix Xr-i^ d-oj-xix lii 0*1^ jud ,:iuXfXBY x:;^.'ilBi09':jjq;B“lBXxoQ*xoii'
oona-axIXoixix Xxls s^,b orlX lo aX-ii^ a-ocJ sxiJ r,d Xooi'i
J)Xx/ov/ 9 T.9nj
«
ajjXBY Ix;l54fti0B..ti ^XotiiXXairxu Xxib ottto^q^e. ^tob'Lih





I OF xiijjJ^xxFdMTiii^IYii TiXTO
|i
ij Role of the Textboolc
'! The most important factor in determining the actual content
" of World History courses is the texthook. To depart radically
"and successfully from the text requires a fairly extensive lib-
rary and wide knowledge, originality and initiative on the part
of the teacher. Even with all these resources the teacher may
;j
not be able to organize the coxirse just as he wishes, for to do
|
so recLuires more time than many teachers can afford to give to
j
any single phase of their work. Statements made on the q.ues-
'
tionnaires and in the interviews reveal the dependence of teach- !
ers upon the text. Many believe that much material should be
deleted but, with texts organized as they are, to omit anything
"would leave serious gaps." So it seems that the responsibility
for the failure of teachers to live up to the standard they set
for themselves should be laid, in part, on the doorsteps of the
writers of the texts. An analysis of the content of the three






Man.*. s Great adventure by Edwin Fahlov/ is by far the most
itopular text v/ith fifteen schools reporting its exclusive use and
ii
$“our its use in combination with other texts. Units in World His 4
:|b ory by Greenan and Gathany and Today’s V/orld by R. 0. Hughes
ji^ractically tie for second place; the latter being used exclusive-!
ii The 1922 edition was analyzed as most schOLOls_dinnot have thf>V revised' version’ which differs Tittle from the 19'6ei edXtioh
ci''2Aa‘iI 'iu ol oYJLn.Vlii
' 3i.ooJsrx: oj.' &iiv Iv aloH
d-xf^ivTicoo Lu.l *^i'ii,cii5S'iaJ iiL lotos'X J-jxoi-'xoxnijl Jaoui oilT
jj
c'x’ ,*’i00u j:cs;^ ai esa'iij'oo v^ojsixi ol'zoSt to
.'
-clxi dYxsnfid'Xy n ji'.oJ- er:4 coit '^IXijtuasoox/a bnQ •
tT«i OAO*’ uo mui otiw tcx; v.iiii
X-^'di ‘Xorioxiou diia d^oiixoso'i ^aonJ' IXb aXIv/ a&V^ .'ioiIoboX' eriX lo'*
ojj oX 'iot jSy/ieiv: s*i 3xs 3 B'i;;oo oild o.’^xxiJtinxG ot oiciii ad Xoa-
)’
Qj uTii'cs oX XiiOxt# i^no n^^r.X 3s.'.li a9iJ:x>j.>S'i oai;
;
-aejjiv axi-j ko ' axTnt^aoX-itS .loiow -ixaxLX to oafiJiqr al2,XixB
-xlox-at to eo.ii9X»naiei‘ c^xic? Ix^avoY. av.'sxv c$XcJ: o-ix rci Licii aerxiiJAixioxx
'
ad iili/ona ovaXlocf .dXaX oriX nO(|i; eto
^
I tXclO oX V.OfIX 3£i /oaSli^Ajj'CO Ejxaj" xitiv' .TXJC i)3o3l3ji
i
’\^tiXidiEAOviao'X uiX XahX ar;09£ Xi oo " , aciXi^ aL'oi'iaa av^oJ. ^Xxjow”:
toa xoii} jb'LGbix£j- 2- an:: etr ovil ,ot a*i»fio/^;3X to o'UiXxiit 0£ii yoX
.
*•
axiX to EffatEiooi; oriX AO t ‘"XBv. ax ,Msi. oii Slx^oria aavXaaaiOxiX 'xot'
’
oo'tfLj axi^ to JxrooAOo 3ti& to ais'^Xaxtri jx^ axit to &‘XH)ti'X\t





d-aox: T^t x<^' vxoXrfjS’- niwoa xcf rAi^
j
Jj^iA OEXT e'Xlax-Xoxa aXi jii'ct.X'io<l,9'i alooxioa nooXtXt iioiw XxoX 'lalaxoi^
-alH JbXxo. x\X aXiiJtJ ,8t?:aX *xafiuo xlX^x/ uuxXxiixXQiaoo aX ecu aXX -lixot
. X -d AXx<^iiL e/ N'IxsXoX' .oixb nrli xUiU0O3:C \,d
-yYiSixXoxa XaaSuf xiiod ‘xaXXx^X. axu ;ooaXi^ Xxiooyo 'xol \^XXxiOxXoxj*xiJ
0 i.X svXiii J:oxk oJj. aXooxioa_ tBoa . ax5 ioa\iXx^ ai^vx aoXX-U^ v*6^X aUX
.Aoi’JIlTa *9x1 a'xetlxxj xioxo.w ixoxo':aY bei^sYji
Ily by seYen schools and the former hy six schools exclusively
!,
and by two in combination with other books. The contents of
|i
jl these books were measured page by page and divided into three
main categories: civic materials, personal-appreciation materials
jand "deadwood".
|
i Criteria for Judging Contents i
Before assigning any part of the text - whether written mat-i
iter, pictures, maps or study aids - to the classification of i
jCivic content, three q.uestions were asked: (1) Does it clearly i
land directly aid in the accomplishment of any of xhe civic ob-
|




ffor inclusion in the ideal course as laid down Hy the teachers
i!in chapter 111? (2) is it a repetition of information or ideas
2
[previously presented in the book or through other courses ? If
the answer to the last question was unfavorable, the material un-
der consideration was assigned to the "deadwood” category with-
out further questioning. If the answers to the first two ques-
tions only were unfavorable, it was next considered for its per- [
ji
l^onal-appreciation values. Here v/as asked the question: Does it
,1
’I
aid in the creation of those visions, interests and appreciations'!
li/hich make the pupil's personal life richer? If it does not
|)ass this second test, it must be cast out as "deadwood". In ;i
]piost cases judging materials was not too difficult, but in some '
i.nstances it was hai*d to draw the line between v/orthwhile content I
__
I
H, £. , the American Hevolution
ii
,1
xxe ‘loa-io';. cil;|- hem aIooAo& nsYsa vd y.X.:
:i
'10 sj£x&Jaoo aiW .erujoci ttOi j o dc ivt aoi^i *Mxi\iaoo isi <
oo'Xiit ojTTj. xjvU ivxi) hsm v;a 3 axcod aa&iiij'.i
^sl4ijX'ic}:J£?o ficJic^jbX'.)o*3:'iiXjfi--l3noo*xoH
,





jciauii'i'xw voad’orivr -• j’xod' io d-'X£i n/tix%x 2Ka a-io^yil
!!;o xtoi:t3orxi3Cfil3 wxlJ- oi* ^ sX»i£ •v.Xifd'a io sa-^m , er-^-ww oXci , xoj-.
': ^X'xxioli) d-x ESO(i, (X) :SejteG oxo¥/ anoidvi&Xfi. ao'irid- ^d'^fodn-jo oXtXo
j|
•'
“Cfo oxTxo Giij iO vfi3 4:0 diX8iiixieiXuxiooo±4 9/id xxx x>X^ \,X«j oa-j.xL'
ji enoidfioililAira orlt da«ta dx xu^O VS>) ;’xiocT 3 J’.H JblxoV; *rol aavidoox'
I





^ 'lO ixci j*.c:xo1n.t 'xo noXdidaoo'X j it si \Sj Vlil 'X8d>i,i3ii.o aX'
:' S






8 Icfxi'x6vi5'i.xix' aav. aoiduoi'i, da^X arid od -xov-Gas oiid,
-fldxw vio*^edrio ”J!>oov.iWia^*^ exid o.t iioit^Xsa^ ex;w nc idB‘i9XJ;e;..ya xo^
-soxrp ov, d ds'xXd oad od S'xowsix;-: ariJ .^ndaoidaoxfi* dxfq
-•xa'4. sdd. 10^ ^axoXxaaoo dxsxi ^u\i
,
oXtfG-xovjB jxa/ atro^y \,Xuu siivxd
tx S80(I :aoidC8idP ^ild Jba:>CsB Siivv o*iocL .aoi/JUjv aoXd^ioati:<iq[rs-X3ao^
euoiJYyi08'uiq.3 I)ax5 odso'iadiil; ,sx£oXexv oaorld lo iioxdj^yxo ©rid ad i>ijB
doxi 3000 dx li iioiiui'x alll .Csnosivti a ' Xxq-.irvi oxid sjLasi xioixiw
oi . ^ ooo'.vXiiOi)” 53 drro dsao ocf xax'ni dd ,dsod Xnoooa adxid saaqi
80108 iti dxX
,
dix/ox'd'ddjt) ood dorr uow sXbX'XOdou j3nl^iJdxf(, aoe^o
daodao'j q '^uv/ridtev^ jQoov.dsu smiX oad od say. dJt eoanadeiti
S~*'.
xix)xdLXoYaX a^ox^xoiaxj. arid ,'l 'j
jand "deadv/ood" or betv/een civic and personal-appreciation con-
|
I
tent. In these cases the manner of presentation by the author
j
played a large part in determining their disposition, for one
|
author might give a "civic" twist to the facts wx-itten, while
|
I
ij another might dwell more on the personal-appreciation angle and
|
ja third hand out only hard, dry facts minus any interpretation.
j
The last treatment would be so dull that any possible civic or
|
personal-appreciation values would be lost. i
i
Space Devoted to Three Main Divisions of History
j
Ij
Before digging into the actual results of the analysis of
j
lithe texts, a few facts about the amount of space given to the I
II I
Ijthree large periods of history may be pertinent. In Ivlan ' s Great
j
iidventure approximately 41 percent of the materials deal v;ith
I
Modern Times whereas in Today's 'ii/orld and Units in V/orld History
,
I
about 55 and 57 percent respectively ai*e about Modern Times.
I
Therefore only the last mentioned booM contains an amoxmt of
!
material about the modern period comparable v/ith the time devot-
- 3
jied to it by the teachers, lahlow's book runs highest (35^)
||on ancient history content and Greenan and Gathany's the lowest
j,
(65^0. The latter book devotes more space to the Middle Ages
than the other two books. Unfortunately for compai’ison betv/een
ijtextbook content and teacning procedure, none of the teachers
li
'
interviewed uses one of these texts exlusively and the responses
|








-xioo L-t^ oLflo rty9v/;ft»a xo "togwJb^dij*' bcUi
j
'xoxId-j/jEj orit \(I ^lerxiLaja aiiv eoa^o iU .yiio»r'
d-mo.io'i ,£toly xc;oq;aiL nidili- ’^Litalnixoi^b nx .e jbo\;i3i<x
^XJtuw
,
crew acCoxil oiiii' Oii xaiwd’ ^'oivXo” a oYi^ jfXo^*^ -xoilyaa '
•i
biXii ©X^ms xiOX^aiygxc[iia-Iajioa'r.©'j[ ©iicj- ao oxoru iXewX dn^tn -la^iXona
t
.noXJ-ad-3T:y;'iej-n.t ’^iia a^ii..ci a^oat ^xbtLi'xari \,Xjto ;fiXO Iteri ;>xxfl;r a)
•xo oivlo sXcfisaoq: tarit IX;j/) ob a'i I)X;xovv ^ii-3mcj-a9X-J‘ j-aai ©jcIT!|
, jSoI oa Xl*fov; s-:>ijXaY •xioXd'ai;o9"£q:'?B-X.‘^xeo3‘i©'.x''
ij
•-:*xoJsim jCo acic XsXvxd g^xdiT oj- j a .'
Xo Bia-'^XaH'i ©ao ?:o ajl ;e©x L-i;>;iya ©rit otixx ©xolad ,l
o& HQTiz doaoa to jmfouw 3ii& fjjcijB citox^t ..al a j3^x©^
^|B L-i Xv E * ixea iii xJiiOiil.j'x&Ci ©X Y^jij ’^ToJ-o th ‘10 Baox'xyu ©s'xal os'xrit!
.
xijlvr XaoX ciXj3i'i©.taia ©ri;j xo ^noo-xa-x X»- '4X©irawixo’i'iq.a 3'XUif£:.n vj,jK
Y^ic, jsiE XXxo<; ^ 8 xi-gl) axts Xl?.o v. aaaxaiiv/ s©ei2 xixaaoiXi.
^aomxT xi-x©i»o'ti d-jjoda o*xa T^^avXaooq;a©x ix\9ox©q Vci o*ta tnooxi.'
to ti^jjou3 £U5 Efua^iioo zLood jooxxcxJ’aoix d’aaX oiix \,Iiio oxc'ijjiojIT''
-oOV iL ©aiXJ- Oi-{;)- £ij XV/ 3lda-xac[uioo J5oX-xo.x axaXoxX Ofi^ wXfoaa XaX*x©oam"
C
taexl^hi erex'x :iood a’vvoXxiaX .©'lo/iyaoX dd:r \(f i I os bo.
taowoX QLiX to’i^rxaiivaifc) i)iie iisnea-jX)- bsia trfosnoo v'xcXaxii iXoC
, Bstx-a- aXU'X-l $siif oX eoacra iTCji aaXC'V’Si. >,oorf •x&Xd‘-iX axi"^ *
nod’M-ctaxf fxoai'xBiXaioy reo'i \:X-jXajcufXxoliiU ,e.Xooc1 owj zodJ-o odt
ii'x^aosi&j onX 1o aaon
,
a-Xiii/’apoi'X •'Yitd-xi&t hsu XxxaXaoo xooJtccaj- '
c.iaaii.,xj[;E©'x mis bsxQ \Lovi-xY.lxo ad’jcaj' lo eao aoaa XavvyiVipj-aX
i
slad* 'xo'x v/o CXa oX d-^a /ttvi ©aioa-x^ xoa o'i-j ©'XxartaoXXEai/p 8fi^> oX.i
- 56 -
comparison. If sufficient data v/ere available it would be in-
1
,
teresting to fitj;ure tiie correlation between tne space devoted to I
|| these periods by the texts and the amount of time igiven them by
lithe different teachers. For the present study, however, the
!i




iunount of Space Devoted to Three Main reriods of history
by hepresentative Texts
































Units in Uorld history' 1.57 ' 5.62
1



















Space Devoted to Civic katerials
In consumption of space, civic materials have the edge over
j
Ipersonal-appreciation materials and "deadwood” in all three texts
i
lahlow also includes more introductory material designed to awak-;
^n pupil interest in the study of history and to explain the his-
ijborian's methods in unraveling the strry of the past, although
Ijt-ahlov/ devotes so much space to ancient Times, most of this
>1
i
^aterial is decidedly worthwhile. The civic content of this part
|
jj)f the book is high and the author makes clear and practi-
cal comparisons and contrasts between ancient and modern problems,^
i^his is most mai*ked in his discussion of Athenian democracy and j
M-:.i 6(f d’i? J .'Ibi H f0 ii i't^i^XI:: 0 .
0j liaTcvai) ^ j^ou f,*... li^siwo ^»d ii.-i.ct’e Csti'IOO srlJ- oi' :,.iii.todidt
;'





aiij ,'ieTawod j.iae&itx TiOv .a-ioua^jaJ* J'jLaial'liij adj- ',
•^Tcod-aid. £dox‘ivi'i. xxiBa sa'Xii'i' oj" iiaJ'OT^jCl lo tfij/cnvi. j|























































* S)LlOu cX' v;:x)oT
I'
;
ai-viJ o;f i3s J'Ov-3(I aoBcr’c. ',
jj
TiyYO a;^3 i>.ij t>v.:xL alBX'Xj TBm olvio to iioitt^iSQaoo al :•
'.ajy.a*/ Bd-Xj’.-r IlB ni *’X}OOvd>ijaJ>” iwus noi^Bxaa-x^iiB-'lBuoa'iax'
''




|j-0juxi ©i.X axBixixa ol xmji vxoJ'&lxi 1o v^ix^fa orit ul ns,
j
xi:-;jOAXl^ suit to last'd snj- i;,xti;Iuyxj'Xiu; ni aX)oxi ct’sai a^-OXiiiaj:'
ij axxix. .dsisix' ^xioiax.^. od- 90x 4 ^ riunui oa xoJ-o.vsJj •.voXiln'i;
,
i
eiaJ* tv Xuao iioo . slXd'.yxiX'tov* v^IctaAXoei) ei IriXioj-njX
': £;X. x'oisxo i-'sdxii?. tonixfi: Oilt Ijaa. v iOd) a^^iu ai aoog and l<|i
. q:axrfQ*xw iVisXiOin Mb- jxoi n-sawJ' xj aJ-fcn'xXnou X>xuj aitosi-xxi^aoo
, XliXA \0'*S'X.On:.Mjh to £l0L00jS0a±U QlxX XtJL nSXX'XBIa ^aOuJ Vt tllL't
-:-
-:=T CM^sSS5*=.lrr.'-^9r^ttTO^' - --r-
*
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the causes of the fall of the Koman hepublic and juaapire. In the
4
section of his booic on the kiddle iiges, however, the civic con-
tent is extremely lov/ but for kodern limes it soars 'up-
ivard ajain to 73 percent. In Today's World only 33 percent of
i)f the materials on Ancient Times are civic in nature, the medie-
ral period only 11 percent and for kodern Times 57 percent. Units
:Ln World iij.story in its incidental treatment of the ancient period
;juts civic content first , almost wholly neglects civic con-
sent in the discussion of the kiddle Ages (75^0 but again puts
:.t in the lead for the modern period (58^0. From the maze of these
Table IX















































figures, certain generalities emerge rather forcefully. First,
tor civic purposes the textbook discussions of the kiddle- Ages
are practically worthless. Second, only lahlov/ devotes more than
one half of the space on ancient history to civic content or
Throughout this chapter the term "Middle Ages" includes also
- : henal&&aaefi, and --hefurmaAfon..^,-^
bCxs .1 . »:'la ^il'J *"110 'to coexf/JD_
-TOO ojivlo savi t jiuvo,T<ji. oiij ito ..ood stri. 'ic iioi.jDeft’
-tjij a-iooa lx ti 0.111.1* aTca.OoiA ao'i jud
,
v .ol) ool ai laaJ
io daOOiU'^ St» ''inCy jji rti- .l&OiOi i»v L:iii ,0 x/'xv
'-3cxt,u e.iw'
,
I'xirdafi; ax oIyIo d'xs aoiuii* ' liioioiXii. ao aXyt\i“iolA:.: o.id
,tXi&0-lQi Yd cioxtx? Il'XO.OOy^^ 'X'jl i)a^ 1^0 0 XW«i Xi \.i AO L i.'X ji
ijboX'X'ox Ta9ioA.f.> Olid 'io |•^toxliAu>xx aii al Dl'XQy.
'*





- lUjBL^i di>'d '. ;Y; 9li)Xi:j>i 'Io aoX8K*ro8xj& arid ai dadij
•juor d 1;o ox'd jioXasci r/X9.5DK arto 10X diid nX
XX • oXdiii'f























































* ioi'v'ai; uj iotuo x jili.iyi itix>d-Xjo ,
'i 86 V..1 - 'jX^Xx*. Oiij ,0 'XiX0X8c,jxooXX xood|ii.Ovi o.'ij * viv
I 9‘X0*i aai’OVOij v;o Irio x /^X.ao ,iiii 00 o’d , xxaXxiy 'low vxlx;:>i s’raj
•so ditsJao.- OxVia Ou .;"ioJcXti dnoioiu,'. ao ojid lo oad
h






Jnakes any consistent effort to apply its lessons to current prob-
lems, Moreover, except for lahlow’s book, the proportion of civic
iiaterials about Modern Times is not as great as one would expect
5
or as the teachers would apparently desire for their ideal course,
:^ersonal-^'ppreciation Content
Table Ik shows that there is little appreciable difference
in the amount of space devoted to personal-appreciation materials
among the texts, kan * s Great Adventure and Units in >/orld His-
tory are approximately 30 percent personal-appreciation content,
ind Today’s World falls only 2 percent behind. In the last named
|) 00k this type of material consumes 49 percent of the space on
,ii.ncient Times, 42 percent on the Middle Ages and 15 percent on
liodern Times, The fignires are practically the same for Units in
6
lorld history . In i.Ian ’ s Great Adventure the personal-apprecia-
;ion contents fill 61 percent of the account of the Middle ^ges,
:>3 percent of the account of ancient civilizations and 18 percent
:if Modern Times,
rictures fill a large proportion of the personal-apprecia-
l.ion space in all the texts. In i^ahlov;’s book pictures take ap-
proximately 29 percent of this space, in Greenan and Gathany's
7
: lO percent and in Hughes' 39 percent. This is in marked contrast
to the proportion of pictures in the civic content of the books,
5
See pp. 30-33 in Chapter III
6
41^« of space on ancient Times, 51^o on Medieval, and 16^ on I'^odej n
7
To be exact, 28,8$?«, 30,2j^o arid respectively
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Only iiaan^s Great j^dventnre has a conspicuous number of pictm*es
8
( 125>'j) in its civic materials. Undoubtedly the larger proportion
of pictures of personal-appreciation value can be explained by
the greater facility with v/hich they are procured. Beyond a few
illuminating cartoons, pictures conveying clear and direct civic
lessons are hard to find, rahlow’s ingenuity in finding or con-
structing these is highly commendable.
beadwood
hot much can be said about this type of material except to
deplore its presence. l//hen textbooks are as weighty as the
texts of today and so much illuminating and stimulating descrip-
tion has to be omitted, it is certainly flagrant waste of space
to include any valueless information, to say nothing of giving
about 20 percent of the space to such. On the deadwood pile are
heaped all repetitions, meaningless and deadening details, facts
v/hich are uninteresting or beyond the comprehension of high
school youngsters, and vague and unsupported generalities.
Comparison of this .analysis with Present World History Instructio] .
-rtf*ter completion of this analysis of the content of the iVorl(
.
History texts used, one is not so prone to criticise existing in-
struction in the subject. If the authors, who should be some-
thing of authorities on the matter of teaching ^/orld History
include such an amount of"deadwood"in their books, the teachers
"“8
The civic content of Units in Uorld History in jjictures is
of Today’s World , 4.8j^o.
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cannot be too vehemently censured for usinj^ it in their teaching.
To avoid it would req.uire sMll, careful planning and availabili-
ty of other sources of information. The reluctance of teachers
to cross out many of the topics submitted on the q_uestionnaire
coupled v/ith the general complaint that "»Jorld History covers
too much ground" illustrates the dilemma in which they find them-
selves. They realize that the course includes too many facts and
ideas about too many different "areas" of »Jorld History, but they
lo not ioiow what to cut and pare from the texts. If too much is
left out, the continuity of the course is disrupted (if it fol-
lov/s the text closely and the teachers* statements would indicate
;hat it usually does). If much of the content of the texts is
emitted, supplementary references must be supplied to fill in the
rear’s worl:. There would not be meat enough in the surviving
leneralities to sustain normal youngsters thi^ough a year-’s study,
:!he teacher would be req.uired to fill in from other sources and
: n some localities these are not plentiful.
The amount of class time devoted to the fulfillment of per-
£ onal-appreciation aims is also understandable after analyzing
1 he texts. If the books give 30 percent of xheir space to this
I
aterial, the teachers will certainly be tempted to use it, for
uch of it is more "teachable" than much of the civic content,
Che pupils are naturally more interested in a considerable amount
)f this material and the teaching devices commonly employed are
lore adaptable to it, koreover many teachers make no distinction
>etween civic and personal-appreciation content and off-
j|
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hand, would say that all history "makes better citizens". In
view of these facts the reasons for the large number of topics o:
personal-appreciation value found on the outline in Chapter IV
become clearer.
Teacher Criticism of Textbooks
Iviost of the teachers are more or less conscious of the de-
fects in the texts demonstrated by this analysis, -a few reported
8
satisfaction with the books they use, but the rest offered criti-
cisms and suggestions which anyone aspiring to write a »/orld His-
tory text should digest thoroughly. In order that these comments
shall lose none of their force or pungency, the representative
ones ai*e quoted verbatim:
1.
"Hooks are v/ritten in too great detail for high
school pupils, piling up too many generalities, mean-
ingless phrases, and names never to be met again."
2. "Vague, general, full of abstractions ... lacking
in concretaness and imaginative stimulus."
3. "The average text is too factual, merely a listing
of: facts according to some plan."
4. "Too much emphasis on the political side of history,
not enough social emphasis."
5.
"Hhould telescope primitive and pre-Homan history."
6.
"kore space should be devoted to post-i/i(ar conditions.
7.




"Hhould have more emphasis on modern problems."
9.
"Cover too much ground."
10. "Too much is included."
11. "Less detail before the 19th century."
12. "iiTt, literature and science becloud the more perti
nent issues - autocratic and democratic development V
13. "opecificity is sacrificed for all inclusiveness an .
readability which shov/s conclusions with too little
indication as to hov/ they were gained."
14. "Too much emphasis on Ancient History ... more em-
phasis on modern times."
8
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I textbook which includes fewer "areas" of World history, but
describes and explains the "whys" and "wherefores" of these "area^
:iore fiilly and interestingly would be pleasing to the teachers of
;he subject, G-eneralities and conclusions not clearly arrived
it should be avoided, but so also should an accumulation of in-
numerable facts, names and meaningless phrases, -at first this
ijtatement seems somewhat paradoxical, but it is really not. V/hat
;he teachers want is extensive, stimulating and thorough handling
i; f a few topics rather than brief and general treatment of an ex-
pensive number of topics. In their opinion, it is better to knov/
uch about a few things than a little about many things. It takes
ime and a broad knowledge to appreciate thoroughly past condition)^
r problems and their lessons cannot be applied to the present
Ithoiit this appreciation. Textbook content, then, should be re-
(jjrganized along the same lines suggested for the re-organization
f the content of the coui’se: more space devoted to modern times;
ewer topics included; mere compilation of facts, names and dates
hunned; specificity and clarifying description substituted for
vtlague generalities, A wise selection of significant and human
Djaterial would cause pupils to see the relationship between them-
si3lves as future citizens in a changing v/orld and the changing
world of the past.
The conclusions to be drawn from these comments and from the
analysis of the texts are twofold. The texts do not devote an
imount of space to civic content commensurate with the importance
)f the civic objectives for World .tiistory and they do not satisfy
v^j/ci iiliem 'to -lii” TewH>'; e 9o^'Xo!j fio;.£:v; .(oo<JJ-xo.r A’
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the real demands of the teachers. On the contrary they cramp
progressive teachers' endeavors to fulfill these objectives by
the inclusion of a large proportion of "deadwood” and personal-
appreciation materials. Undoubtedly the textbook authors v/ould
be greaxly aided by the establishment and wide acceptance of
specific and direct civic objectives for V/orld History, Then
they would have some definite ideas regarding the direction
they should take in their writings. Until this comes to pass,
76 must not criticise their endeavors too harshly. They are also
groping in the darkness, even though it is not as impenetrable
"or them as for the teachers in service. If this analysis of
jexts proves nothing else, it demonstrates again the need for the
Levelopment of definite, clear, and meaningful objectives for all -
.irectly or indirectly - engaged in World History instruction.
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i Summajry of Present li/orld History Teaching
iilucii room for improyement in World. History instruction existi
a,nd., if the course is even to approach an accomplishment of its
fullest possibilities, intelligent and. cooperative revision must
he und.ertaken by the experts in social studies instruction, the
classroom teachers and the authors of texts. Definite and dear-
goals for World History are laclcing. This results in much con-
fusion in the minds of the teachers and in a wide disparity in
:iaterials selected and in methods of teaching. In a course which
covers so much territory it is not an easy matter to achieve any
Legree of uniformity. One of the largest high schools in the
state abandoned the course some twenty years ago for this reason,
?he head of the Social Studies Department in this school stated
chat the subject was discontinued because of the difficulties of
isupervision due to the fact that different teachers wished to
stress different aspects and periods. This statement is not of-
fered as any brief for uniformity, for any subject must be adaptec
CO the needs of the locality in which it is given. The absolute
.ach of uniformity is stressed here as proof of the need for an
authoritative set of objectives to guide the classroom teachers
in charting a straighten and more interesting course. The need
for such a guide has been amply demonstrated in the preceding
chapters.
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bad beginning, for it beclonds the whole problem. The vast amoun-t
of facts, names, ideas and concepts which are cnstomarily crowd-
ed into the course then makes for "confusion worse confounded."
It appears from the evidence presented in chapters III and IV
that teachers are fully aware of this aspect of the problem, but
few have, or can, take constructive steps to remedy it. Most
teachers would like to cut dovoi on the amount of information of-
for the course, but, because of the content and organization of
texts and the dearth of other historical references or current
materials, their hands are pretty much tied. The result is that
modern problems are slighted in the race to teach all the differ-
ent facts and ideas packed in the texts. Very often the past is
studied at the expense of the present. Moreover, the opportunity
is not usually available, or made available, for a thorough-
going contrast and comparison between events of the past and
current problems. Many teachers apparently are not conscious of
the importance of doing this, as it was very seldom mentioned by
1
the interviewees as a part of their teaching procedure. V/ithout
it the study of history becomes the learning of facts and gener-
alities without any vital realization of their implications
for the present.
In spite of the advances which have been made in textbook
writing, V/orld History texts are still considerably cluttered up
with "deadwood" and, for the accomplishment of the civic objec-
tives of the subject, devote too much of the remaining space to
_
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personal-appreciation materials. One boolc analyzed made some
consistent effort to draw lessons for the present from the past,
but the other two did not, thus adding to the unfavorable score
against them. It is beyond the range of possibility for the
average teacher to do much about the textbook situation, except
to choose as wisely as possible among the various offerings and
make kno^vn his criticisms as often and as vigorously as feasible.
V/ithin the range of the teachers' reforming activities should
come, hov/ever, the formulation of objectives and the reorganiza-
tion of the materials and methods of instruction. To the latter
we shall first turn our attention.
I'roposal to Return to T\yo Co-urses in khropean History
Eleven teachers, through the q.uestionnaires and interviev/s,
suggested that the solution of the problem of covering "so much
ground in so little time" lies in a retiirn to the old plan of of-
fering two courses in European History, the first to include the
ancient and medieval pex-iods thi-ough the reformation and to be
given in the tenth-grade, the second to be modern history for
the eleventh grade. The first course mould not necessarily be a
prereq^uisite for the second, but the teachers believe it would
be better to take them in seq.uence. Also since most of "v/orld
history" is European history anyway, the courses might as well be
so named. Moreover the sources of American culture ane chiefly
v/estern European and, therefore, study of history in the secon-
dary schhols should concentrate on this and American history.
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To divide the study of European history into a two year program
would relieve the pressure caused hy trying to assimilate so
much material in such a "brief time.
To their contention I would raise certain objections, Pirs1
,
it seems to me that these teachers are so interested in teaching
"history" that they have lost sight of the broader objectives of
social studies instruction in general. If a pupil adds to the
req,uired course in United States history, tvifo electives in Euro-
pean history, he is not going to have much time left in his pro-
gram for other social studies dealing v/ith more modern, and
probably more pertinent, matters than much of the content of
these courses in European history. The average high school
youngster does not have time to take such subjects as Problems
of Democracy, International Helations or Economics and Sociology
in addition to three history courses. These teachers are in-
clined, it seems, to want to emphasize history at the expense of
other social studies. In the smaller high schools teachers are
not available to teach so many different courses and even if they
were, the courses dealing with current trends and problems would
be more v/orthwhile and meaningful to the pupils,
Another objection to this plan is that,unless the courses
are taken in seq.uence much of their effectiveness is lost. If a
pupil takes only the first course, he loses all the understand-
ings of the world in which he lives which may be derived from
nodern history. Suppose he takes only the second course . Unless
•z-'
See V/ilson, 0£, cit . . Chapter V.
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some repetition of the first course (boring to those who have
taken it) is made, he is trying to build a house without a foun-
dation, In most of the small and medium-sized high schools
pupils could not be held rigidly to any req.uirement that the
first course be a prereq.uisite for the second, because there
v/ould be too many pupils who "must have more points" and who
could find nothing else to choose, because the elective offering
is so scant.
Keferring again to the Hegents' Inq^uiry, further evidence
to disq^ualify this plan can be produced. As was suggested be-
fore this Inq_uiry, discovered that the pupils who had talcen all
txiree history courses traditionally offered in the Kew York high
schools showed jOn the whole ,less evidence of civic competence
than those who had taken only the req.uired course in United State
history. It would appear, then, that two courses in European,
as customarily organized and taught, do not contribute alarmingly
3
to the achievement of civic objectives, rather the contrary. On
the whole, therefore, it seems that this proposal is a retro-
gressive, ratherxthan a progressive, one.
Organization of Course Called "World Civilization Since 1700"
;
Two responses to the (questionnaire suggested this plan which
4
one of the schools visited has already adopted. This school made
the change for two purposes: (l) to cut dovirn the total amount of
[material to be offered, (2) to concentrate upon the field of his-
tory study considered most valuable for the type of pupils con-
3 4
__ Ibid., chaptfir IX . Uhincy Senior High School
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cerned. -all pupils in the civic and household arts curricula
are required to take this course. These are mostly youngsters
with low I. i^i.'s, so that the vast amount of material in the
V/orld History course was more than they could "begin to handle,
'’i/orld Civilization since 1700" makes it possible to spend more
time on the present and recent past. It also provides more op-
portunity for library work and the use of supplementary readings.
The course is prefaced by a three week survey of earlier civiliza
tions including these topics: Cultured Peoples of the .ancient
V/orld, Life in the Hiddle Ages, the Christian Church, Development
of Commerce and Industry, Backgrounds in Government, The Renais-
sance - a bridge to liodern Times. Most of this survey is pre-
sented in class by the teacher v/ith accompanying maps assigned
as homework.
Judging by the plans for this course v/hich I saw, I would
say that it has been intelligently planned and is undoubtedly
a far better arrangement for the type of pupils who talce it
than the former course in World History, Since this is a large
high school, courses can be especially designed for this type of
pupil and other history courses offered for the more intelligent
pupils. In the smaller schools, however, one history course has
to meet the needs and fit the abilities of many different groups
of pupils. In these schools special courses for the college-
preparatory group cannot be given and "World Civilization Since
1700" would not give the best background for college history
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The college-prepai-atory group tajcing iilforld History is ordinarily
small anywhere and one would not organize the course especially
for their benefit, but their needs must be considered.
A more potent argument against this arrangement is the fact
that recency in time does not necessarily measure civic value of
history material. It will be remembered that Athenian democracy
is considered a topic of outstanding importance by the majority
Df teachers - far more important tnan many topics from the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries. Mere recency of occurrence can-
not be taken as a criterion of the worth of any area of history
study. Moreover the omission of ancient, medieval and early
modern history leaves the pupils without a clear conception of
nistorical trends and movements or without an historical perspec-
tive. It may be contended, and with truth, that many pupils can-
not grasp these ideas anyway, but the brighter ones can and they
ieserve oui* attention, not only for their own sakes’, but because
they will be the leaders in civic life tomorrow.
In large high schools where intelligence grouping is practi-
cable and where many types of history courses can be offered,
”i/orld Civilization since 1700" undoubtedly fits the needs of a
large number of pupils. For the smaller schools where these con-
ditions do not exist and for the brighter pupils in the large
schools, I do not believe it is the most advisable plan. Some
of these objections also apply to the next plan to be discussed.
The "World Today" with Brief Historical Backgrounds
The course representing the most constructive and imagina-
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tive thinking discovered through the interviews is the one called
"World Today" offered in the Wellesley senior high school. In
the words of the instructor the objective of the course is
"not merely to impart a certain amount of factual knowledge,
hut to inculcate certain ideals, attitudes, and intellectual
capacities'. It seeks to develop mental habits such as the
power of reasoning and the exercise of critical judgment,
through the study and evaluation of some of the problems
that confront the world today as reflected in the newspapers
and better periodicals. It aims to relate the past with
present day interests, and to train pupils for intelligent
living; to develop the ability to render constructive judg-
ments on current political, social, and economic q,uestions,
and to give pupils an opportxuiity to carry on independent
research on individual topics of special interest to the
student of world affairs." ^
This course is organized around such current problems as "Should
Governments Own and Operate hailroads^^"
,
"Stalin Seeks to kalce
!Iussia Master of the Baltic", "How Europe’s 'War Affects the United
States". Their historical background is briefly traced, but most
time is devoted to their current aspects. This follov/s the third
Dlan for the organization of historical materials for teaching
7
jurposes as outlined by Bruner. The small classes and v/ealth of
iivailable reference sources make an ideal setting for the labora-
tory method of instruction v/hich is used.
j
Although the temptation to do so is strong, it is not v/ithin
ihe .sphere of this thesis to describe in detail the content and
teachiiig procedures in this course. It is sufficient to say that
it seems to be an ideal solution of our problem for the type of
pupils to whom it is offered, in the type of community in which
(.quoted from an explanation of the course and method of instruc-
tion given the author by the instructor, iir. Hax-old Goodnough
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jit is offered. The high socio-economic 'bacii:gro'und of the pnpils
means that they come to the course equipped with part (if not all
of the vocabulary and some of the knowledges which v/ould have to
'|be j-imparted through the course in poorer communities. They
kave access in their homes to an amount of nev/spaper and maga-
zine material luiheaxd of in the less educated homes of poorer
Localities. Moreover there seems to be no limit to the expendi-
tures v/hich the school department is willing to make for materials
hnd equipment as long as these are v/ell utilized. When one adds
to these facts, the existence of an excellent system of educa-
tional guidance which prevents the election of the subject by any
pupil who needs a different course for admission to college or
vho might gain more from another type of history course, the wis-
iom in its inclusion in the > curricula cannot be too seriously
questioned.
Of course, one can again say that, as this is not truly a
listory course, the values to be derived from tracing trends
and movements are lost. This criticism carries less weight in
this instance because those pupils v/ho could comprehend and gain
)y such ideas are largely guided to other courses. The course
3 an also be criticised on the grounds that the current problems
3f today do not always represent problems v;hich will be signifi-
3 ant ten or fifteen years hence. In reply to this criticism, two
arguments can be brought. First, we have no surety that any of
bhe ideas, concepts or knowledges v;hich we emphasize today in any
of the social studies courses will be significant fifteen, ten or
aV -
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even five years from nov/, Moreover, if the aims set forth for
this course are accomplished, the pnpil will "be able to stndy and
judge for himself nev/ problems as they arise in the future^.
The chief difficulty with "i/Vorld Today" is the impossibility
of organizing and carrying out such a course in the smaller or
poorer communities, '</ithout a good librai*y of historical refer-
ences and the availability of good newspapers and periodicals for
all pupils, it could not be effectively taught. In a school
where the only "library" is a collection of sample texts and the
only newspapers the majority of the youngsters v/ould ever see
are the Daily Record and the "Hometown Bugle", such a course
would be a farce unless some miracle moved the school department
to support the innovation generoi^sly. This is, of course, en-
tirely in the realm of improbability for most places, but even
if it did come to pass, it would not also occur to the members
of the school department that the organization and teaching of
such a course would req_uire a tremendous amount of time upon the
part of the teacher and, therefore, he must be relieved of some
of his other responsibilities. One cannot develop this coiirse
and do the extensive reading in newspapers and current periodi-
cals which it req.uires, while teaching five different subjects,
coaching basketball and serving as adviser to a school club -
that is, if he wishes to remain sane and in fair health, "V/orld
Today" then must be left for the larger and v/ealthier schools
where library facilities are extensive and the teacher is allowed
time for self-preparation and lesson planning. For other schools
n- -
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particularly the smaller ones, World History can he tetter made
I'to serve the varying needs of the different pupils and is less
I expensive in money and teacher-time,
ii
Hecommendations for the Improvement of 'World History Instruction
'j
The first imperative for improving World History is the esta
)
i|
jlishment of concrete, specific and meaningful civic aims for the
whole course and for each separate unit or blocl; of work. In
^Chapter II 1 have given the objectives which I believe should be
the goals for the course. Any such statement of aims has no
Ivalidity until accepted by some authoritative or representative
I'group of social studies instructors, but it is offered here as
l^a
possible starting point for some constructive thinicing and ac-
l^tion upon the j^noblem. If there were in the Massachusetts Depart •
ment of Education a state supervisor of bocial btudies Instruction
It might well become one of his functions to airect the formula-
ition of an authoritative set of objectives for this subject.
Since the Commonwealth lacks such an official, the project might
be undertaken by some organization like the Hew England History
Teachers’ -association which did an excellent job in drafting
aims and organizing a syllabus for itmerican History and ir*oblems
of Democracy, The Association could do another distinguished
service to history teachers by undertaking the same thing for
!world History, Until this hope becomes a reality hov/ever, the
ilndividual teacher must make his ovm set of objectives, keeping
in mind the needs and experiences of his pupils and the resources
I
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at hand for the study of the subject. If he does not have clear-
ly in mind definite goals for Viforld History instruction, the
coui'se will become aimless and be a v/aste of his ovm and the
pupils’ time.
The second imperative for increasing its civic effective-
ness is a drastic reduction of the material included in the
course. In Chapter IV are given the topics which the teachers
voted to omit or to touch upon lightly. As I intimated in that
chapter, this does not seem to be a sufficient reduction. Much
more must be cut from it before it is reduced to a form men-
tally digestible by adolescents thirteen to sixteen. I believe
that the course should be reduced to between seven and ten
8
"areas" of history and that these should be organized into units
or blocks of work of three to five weeks in length. Some teach-
ers might prefer to organize their units or blocks of work on a
vertical scheme (e. g, , the story of industry or of agriculture
9
from ancient times to the present). Personally I prefer an or-
ganization on a roughly chronological basis, for the other scheme
seems to be very confusing to the youngsters who come out with thi
impression that all governments were developed before man thought
of taming the horse, if "government" is studied before "systems
8
The term "unit" is used here advisedly as it is understood tha ;
many teachers are .not g.ualified to develop true units. They can,
however, organize their work into definite "blocks" concentrating
upon certain "areas" of information and having definite aims,
assignments and related activities-,
9
See Capen, Across the A^es . for a good example of this type of
presentation.
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of communication”. If the "blocics of work are developed on a
chronological scheme the teacher will have to bridge the gaps
resulting from the deletion of any period, 'rtith thought and
some degree of ingenuity the teacher should be able to do this
satisfactorily in a short space of class time, Belov/ I shall
suggest the ten "areas" of history study vvhich I believe are
most valuable as the foundation for these blochs of work.
Whichever system of organization the teacher adopts -
whether it be chronological or vertical treatment of separate
subjects - the units or blochs of woric should include a wide
variety of req^uirements and options to stimulate pupil interest,
to meet the needs of the various abilities represented in the
class and to develo'o worthwhile civic attitudes and habits . It
will be remembered that most of the devices used by teachers of
World History do not have civic value, but rather personal-appre-
tion value, if any, Horeover they are largely individual pro-
jects and do not req.uire cooperative activity so necessary'- to
good citizenship, liuch greater effort should be made to have
projects and activities aimed to develop intelligent leadership
and "follower-ship". Both are needed to create an enlightened
citizenry for a democracy.
In the course of a fev/ years' experimentation the teacher
might well have on hand more units or blocks of work than the
average pupil could accomplish in the year's time and some plan
for progress at individual rates of speed mignt be worked out,
so that the brighter pupils could complete more than the mini-
Ilf
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j
mum number of units or blocks in the year. Blocks of v/ork of
i varying degrees of difficulty might also be developed to pro-
, vide for pupils of different intelligence levels. Some very
simple work, emphasizing the narrative and biographical elements
!
in history, can be prepared for the slower pupils. They cannot
I
grasp the involved political, social or economic problems pre-
i sented the more able pupils.
' whatever scheme of organizing the units or blocks of v/ork
I
the teacher employs or whatever provisions are made to take care
I
of individual differences, the force and point of his teaching
iwill be lost unless adeq.uate time and attention is spent upon
the present aspects of the problems. Comparison and contrast
of past with present must be done v;ith great thoroughness in
order that aclearer understanding of the present may be gained.
It cannot be done by any incidental mention in class that "the
I
pyramids were really a v/ork-relief project" or "Mussolini wants
!to be a second Caesar AUgmstus , " This "doesn't stick" nor does
lit have any real meaning for the average high school youngster.
|Ee must study both the past and present problems thoroughly and
be lead to make such comparisons and contrasts for himself be-
fore they have meaning for him. For some topics half or more of
Ithe time should be spent upon such comparison and contrast. Fol-
ilowing the list of chosen "areas" of yl^orld History below will be
given a couple examples to illustrate the type of comparison
which I believe is worthwhile. For this work the teacher must
j
constantly be on the alert to gather and use current materials
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which will make history interesting
,
vivid and meaningful to the
youngsters* Iheir interest in these materials must he developed,
not only so they v/ill collect such to bring to class, but so they
will acquire a lifelong habit of reading articles in good news-
papers and current periodicals about public affairs.
SUigA^ested Topics or "iireas” of tVorld History for Civic lurposes
Around the follov/ing topics or "areas" of «/orld History, the
course should, in my opinion, be built. I cannot do more here
than suggest these topics with the main points to be stressed
in the study of each. To go into minute detail about the facts,
vocabulary, concepts and understandings to be learned from each
topic and to give exact teaching procedures v/ould be a booh in
itself, //hat I can do, hov/ever, is to recommend those "areas"
Df World History which my investigations and teaching experience
have lead me to believe can best achieve the civic purposes of
the subject. These recommendations are given in outline form
/ith the main points to be emphasized in each "area" as sub-
topics. The course should begin v/ith an extremely brief summary
i)f ancient Egyptian and Hear Eastern civilizations stressing
geographical bachground, contributions to later civilizations
and weaknesses in their political, social and economic structure,
lifter this survey which should not consume more than three or
’our days, the class is ready to dive into the main body of the
joui’se which should follow the plan below:
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Areas of World. History ^selected, for Civic itirposes
I, Atiienian Democracy
A. Sia;nificance of the Greek city-state and reasons
for failure to attain national unity
B. Basic principles and structure of Athenian democracy
C. Effects of Persian Wars upon Athenian government
D. Reasons for dov/nfall of Athens
E. Cenq.uest of Athens hy liacedonia
II, Homan Government and Daw
A, Foundations of the Homan Hgpuhlic
B, Forces directing Homan expansion and the treatment
of cong.uered peoples
C, Causes of the dov/nfall of the Hepuhlic and the steps
in the establishment of one-man rule
D, leace and prosperity during the first part of the
Empire
E, Internal social, economic and political weaknesses
of the Empire
F, The Homan legal mind and codification of lav/s
III, Growth of nationalism
A. Meaning of nationalism
B. Beginnings of national states after the chaos of
the Middle Ages
C. nationalistic struggles of the 17th, 18th and 19th
centuries as these relate to the present
D. Relation between autocracy and nationalism
E. Effects of nationalism upon international relations
F. nationalistic ambitions of countries today
IV, Beginnings of English Democracy
A, Inestimable value of first steps towai’ds democracy
(such as Magna Carta, Simon de Montfort's Parliament
B, Renewed struggle for liberties under the Stuarts
C, Our debt to the heroes who fought for democracy
D, Strength of English democracy: slow evolution and
gradual preparation of the people for such a form
of government
E, Democracy as "a frame of mind" rather than constitu-
tions and laws
V, Reform by Revolution
A. Causes of the French Revolution
B. The failure of revolution to establish democracy
C. Comparison of French Revolution with more recent
revolutions such as the Russian and Spanish as to




D, Conclusions regarding conditions which "breed revo-
lution, methods employed "by revolutionists and
reasons for their immediate failure
VI, Industrial devolution
A. devolution caused in people's daily life
d. Tremendous social, economic
.
problems resulting
from the changes in methods of earning a living
C. Affects of industrialization upon governments and
international relations
d. Affects of recent industrial and economic changes
upon individualism and democratic government
A, Obstacles preventing the establishment of economic
democracy
VII. Progress toward deform in the 19th Century
A, Political, social and economic reform in the United
dingdom
1. Undemocratic conditions at the beginning of the
century
2. Forces which brought about the reforms
2. Comparative backv/ardness of the United States
in adopting such reforms
B, Astablishment of the Third French depublic
1. Comparison between French and British govern-
ments
2, Contrast between both and the -american system
C, Social and economic reform in the autocraeies
1. deasons why autocratic governments adopt reforms
2. G-rowth of socialism
VIII. Background of the World War
A. rre-War attempts at international cooperation
B. kap of Aurope at the eve of the World V/ar
C. Underlying causes of the War
1. Comparison of these causes with causes of other
wars
2. doots of these causes far in the past
Ik, Failure to Establish a Permanent Feace
A, Injustices of the Treaty of Versailles and their
relation to the present situation
B, deasons for the failure of post-War attempts to
maintain international peace
C, Current international situation




k, Fost-'War Trends in Government and Economic Polities
ii, deasons for the failure to establish democracy in
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B. Extreme nationalism of dictatorships and evils of
rampant nationalism
C. Life uhder a dictatorship
B. experiments in planned (or directed) national
economy
B. The challenge to democracy
These topics and suh-topics alone will not fulfill the civiw;
purposes for World history. It must alv/ays be remembered that I
the teacher must constantly plan adeciuate opportunities for care- 1
jful comparison between the past and present. Two examples of
low this can be done are taken from the first topic or "area" -
i-thenian democracy. One of the dangers to our democracy today
:Ls the civic irresponsibility of the citizenry; people do not go
:o the polls to vote but crab about the kind of officials v/ho
get elected, many of oui*"best" citizens refuse to accept public
I ffice and only the unemployed are willing to accept jury duty.
comparison between the great leaders of Athens during her
’ Golden Age" and the outstanding statesmen of the present should
(.emonstrate those q.ualities of leadership which are essential if
democracy is to be kept a going concern. Contrasts could be
( rav/n between some of our notorious politicians and the worthy
Leaders, a valuable lesson could be obtained from a contrast
between the willingness of Athenian citizens to fulfill their
( ivic responsibilities and the avoidance of jury duty and negli-
gence about attending town meetings of today.
Another striking comparison which can be made between Athens
and the present concerns the mental and emotional q_ualities
ivhich a people must possess to develop and maintain a democratic
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form of government. i//hat mental and intellectual attributes did
the Athenians possess which enabled them to create this system
of government^ kdiat was their philosophy of life? What were
their chief interests? What attitudes did they maintain towards
freedom of thought, educationa dn religion? How did these create!
a healthy atmosphere for democracy? iifter these g.uestions have
been ansv/ered, the class c^ focus its attention upon its own
community to discover v/hether its atmosphere is so conducive to
democracy. aIso the ansv/ers to these (iuestions can be used to
explain why post-War democratic experiments so often failed.
A reduction of the content of World History to the amount
suggested by the outline above and such direct comparisons
betv/een the past and the present as illustrated v;ill do much
bo bring the achievement of its civic objectives nearer a reality.
These materials were chosen and the comparisons designed v/ith
the two primary functions of World History in mind. ii consistent
jffort has been exercised to select only those materials which
r/ill foster the creation of intelligent and cooperative world
ijitizenship and the development of a truer mderstanding of
temocracy by placing it in its historical perspective. The elimi-
nation of "deadwood" and materials of personal-appreciation
ralue should make visible the forest instead of the trees. Much
iQore thought and work must be expended upon this problem before
a, completely satisfactory solution is found. The need for the
formulation of valid objectives has been repeatedly stressed.
[Jreater coflperation among World History teachers w^ould facilitate
1|
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tile development of interesting and meanin^-fnl nnits or Mocks
Df v/ork alon^j the lines suggested in this thesis. Intelligence,
3odperation and idealism can forge from the diverse materials of
(<orld history an integrated and purposeful coui’se which v/ill be
an invaluable vehicle for the inculcation of worthy ideals of
i/orld citizenship and of unswerving loyalty to democracy.
SB. -
ai£ooXd*’£o silittr iJjt:^tliEi.o'ia i>iis Wia ^naiuqtoidva^' oriii'
\ aoEd'J’i.XXd;l‘ixI'' .Bia^ii;t siii^ ni JjdXaotiSiji eanil aiiX 1c|;
'io sdvtAiaoi'i Q^i'XOt ofso maXiLeaXri Xiia a6i:taaaq.l5o
etf Iliw ri oldv; a«to;oo xi£ts .baXiS'^dJnX xt^ Y*ioia±ii
dtaow Xo nol^^-ojj/OJCii odd- to*t oXoixlav ald^^J^i’rKl
• >4oa-i‘ooci9X> aX '^alY*tme,xiss to bm ^Xiiancssi^i-io XX-ionji
r
.
In this appendix is reproduced a copy of
the (questionnaire v/hich was sent to the
teachers of kVorld History in Massachu-
setts high schools. In the original
spaces were left for the answers which
had to he vn*itten out. On this copy is
given the number of times (out of a pos-
sible 98) that each item in q^uestion V
was checked by the teachers responding.
-aiior.sa^iu. at ^T:o^ai:H frX'ioV* ^6 a-xdcioijod-
s ij
r pff *^o e^i-i rtl .aXpoiioe fl^.tiS‘ e;f^9&' •
iioiiiw
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9 'xowexia ad;)' iol J-taX oxairr E90fc<i3
aX \:<xoo ai£lJf rcO .Xi/o aaXix-xw o<J oir J5«ri
*
\
-aoij £ ^0 Xi/o) *lo *xe<fiaifii acit navXa
V iipiXsoifj? xt-t fioBO tBxiX CbS alcfia
.yxtXfloliBS'X a*idri3^iBd- ©dd^ Da:^o©rlo aaw
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TO OF «/OxtiD HlOTOhY
FJLtjjaUN^TIui^
The subject ’’ioforld. History” covers a span of time and space
altogether too vast to be given in one year of high school study.
Hence many selections of "most important materials" have been
made and various methods of organization worked out by authors
and teachers. The object of the present study is to discover
v/hat materials and which methods can best be used to fulfill the
civic aims of the course.
The definition of civic aims and the distinction betv/een
civic and cultural aims, upon which this q,uestionnaire as based,
are those made by David Snedden ( Educational ^ociolug^. Accord-
ing to Snedden the civic objectives of education are to create
|
those insights, ideals, appreciations, attitudes and hopes which
malce us good members of a democratic society. Cultural values
are those visions, insights, interests and appreciations which ai'C
v/orthwhile in themselves. ’Cultui*e' is used here to mean only
those interests which are not primarily vocational, civic or
health-producing. This study does not deny that some history
should be taught primarily for its cultural value, in fact g.uite
the contrai'y.
J. How many years have you taught world HistoryV
II. In v/hat grade (or grades) is it offered? Is it reguir-
ed( ) or elective ( )
III. Ilease list the text or texts v/hich you use?
If you use a v/orkbook, give the title and author's name.
If you do not use a v/orkbook, do you use a study plan or
outline of the course of your own construction?
IV. (a) Below are given certain civic aims for the teacxiing of
World History. Ilease check twice those you consider most
important, once those you consider fairly important. If there:




1. To learn the techniciues of finding information
To understand generalizations and causal rela-
tionships
To learn and understand instances of social,
economic and political processes
To understand basic political, economic and soci#.
trends in World History
The habit of reading newspaper and magazine arti-
cles about current v/orld affairs
Ability to recognize propaganda
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1. Tolerance and sympathy for peoples in all lands
2 . Fairmindedness and v/illin^ness to hear and v/eigh
evidence from all sides
3. Capacity for suspended judgment
4. love of world peace and desire for cooperation
among nations
5 . Love of truth
(d) In the space helov/ will you add any other civic aims
which you consider significant?
V. There follows a list of the topics included in. standard texts
and workbooks in «/orld History. Will you check once those which
you teach and twice those which you particularly emijhasize?
xlso as you read through the list, will you di’aw a line through
any topics which you think are ”deadvvood" {l, £, valueless to a
high school pupil from either the civic or cultural viewpoint).
50 Introductory lesson in finding information, using
library, etc,




r^l Ancient Hear Last
48 Aegean Civilization
31 Ancient Far Last
%Q " West
Civilization of Gheece
51 Homeric Age and development of city-states
^
76 Athenian democracy
60 Athenian empire: its rise and expansion
77 Gheek culture (art, literature, drama, philosophy, etc)
ftO Fall of the city-states
52 Alexander and the spread of Hellenic culture
Civilization of Home








f )4 Conditions af uer the fall of the Western Lmpire
79; Rise and spread of Christianity
" Mohammedanism
. , EiOiv*/.--;. t;
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t>8 Daily life in the Lliddle Ages
69 The Church in the Middle Ages
58 Medieval states (England, France and holy homan Empire)
71 The Renaissance
Emergence of Modern Times
70 The Reformation
49 Autocracy in Russia, Austria, rrussia and Roland
67 England under the Tudors and Stuarts
56 Revolt in the Netherlands
55 France under the hourDons
80 The French Revolution and Napoleonic Era
65 Struggle among nations for comiaercial power
47 Revolt of the American colonies against Great Britain
32 Industrial Revolution
Struggles for National Strength and Individual liberty in the
19th Century
64 Reapportioning the Continent of Europe at the Congress
Vienna
50 Conservatism vs. Reform
66 Unification of Germany and Italy
67 Rrogress of reform in the United Ringdom
Nationalism and Growth of Empires (to 1910)
68 British Empire
62 German Empire
58 Third French Republic
58 Other countries of western Eiirope
55 Countries of eastern Europe
Increasing International Activity
45 Imperialism in the East
51 latin iunerica
75 Causes of the V/orld war
70 World V/ar and Treaty of Versailles
The World Today
50 Rrogress in applied science
65 Industrial and social reform
56 Fine arts
59 Grov/th of cooperation among nations
_ „ , . , .
75 rost-War trends in governments and grovrth of dictator-
ships
45 The nev/ Orient
(b) Add here any topics not mentioned above whicn you
include in your teaching.
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VI, </hich of these methods in presenting materials of inorld
H4story do you useV
1. Teaching different periods of history in chrono-
logical order with occasional reference to simi-
lar conditions today.
2, Teaching periods in chronological order but com-
paring and contrasting the problems of each perio|
with those of today.
3. Teaching modern problems almost exclusively, trac-
ing briefly their historical background.
4. Using present situations to motivate history !
by starting v/ith the present then tracing the
historical' backgrounds of the various aspects i
of each problem,
j
VII, 'yiflll you please give your criticisms of current texts in
the field of World History V (if space does not permit
answering here, use other side of sheet).
(a) in regard to organization
(b) In regard to materials included (bo you think too much
ground is covered^ If so, v/hat would you omitV
)
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^xiriui'jDIX II
In this appendix are four tables giving
in detail the complete figui*es for the
analysis of the texts. This appendix




Amoimt of Space Devoted to Different Types of Contents in








1. Text 42.37 32.44 28.23
2. Maps 4.13 .64 1.66
3. Pictures 5.93 3.56 4.43
4. Study Helps 1.96 3.84 2.63
Her sonal-APDr e c i at i on
Content
1. Text 17.96 12.75 14.73
2. Maps 1.14 .20 .17
3. rictures 8.79 10.45 10.34
4. Study Helps 2.20 4.37 4.75
Deadwood
1. Text 5.32 10.39 13.75
2. Maps
.60 1.91 3.16
3. lictures 1.48 3.52 7.24
1 4, Study Helps .30 3.52 4.81
Blank 1.87 '.41 2.53
Introduction 5.95 2.00 1.57
tiLjor
Table B I
Amo-unt of Space on imcient History Devoted to Different
||
li
Types of Contents in Representative Texts Subdivided According j
to Various Forms of Textbook Itoterials
j
(in percent)
1 Man's Great Units in




1. Text 44.70 26.64 29.90
2. Maps 6.10 2.02
3. Pictures 6.53 .75 1.49
1




1. Text 20.14 22.86 19.59
2. Iiiaps .56 '.41
3. Pictures 9.73 15.49 21.83
i,
4. Study Helps 2.32 6.31 5.33 '
Deadwood
1. Text 2.60 17.33 13.41
;
2. Maps 1.59 2.77
3. Pictures 1.30 .37 1.39
!
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Amount of Space on Medieval History Devoted to Different i'
'1
Types of Contents in Representative Texts Subdivided According j*






Adventure Today’s World World History jl
Civic Content
1
1. Text 13.78 9.99 6.13
1
2. Maps 1.31
3. Pictures 2.72 .19 1.36 ’




1. Text 38.08 21.57 30.74
;
2. Maps 2.57 -.59
3. Pictures 16.29 13.02 12.30
*
4. Study Helps 4.29 7.10 8.20
j
Deadv/ood
1. Text 13.17 30.94 25.24
1
2. Maps 2.40 3.94 3.78 !
3. Pictures 2.48 6.64 4.87
1
4. Study Helps .73 4.26 5.06
j
||
Blank 1.86 .59 2.98 1
H. B, "medieval History” as used here includes the renais-






Amount of Space on Modern History Devoted to Different
Types of Contents in Kepresentative Texts Subdivided According







1. Text 58,37 44.79 42.20 :
2. Maps 3.95 .80 3.24
1
3. Pictures 7.41 5.98 7.69
i
4. Study Helps 3.25 5.41 4.59 1
iersonal-A ;3 .or eo iat1on
Content
1. Text 9.69 5.19 4.15
2. Maps 1.12 .41
3. lictures 5.31 7.56 7.76
4. Study Helps 1.40 2.50 3.27
Deadwood
1. Text 4.97 18.88 6.91
j
2. Maps 1.70 1.42 2.87
3. Pictures 1.29 3.49 9.64 i
4. Study Helps '.39 3.51 4.92
;
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